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1.0 .PROBLEM DEFINITION AND APPROACH' :
In view of the advances made in recent years in the develop-
ment of aero and space vehicles, as well as naval vessels, an enormous
amount of literature has been produced on the subject of structural
dynamics (Reference 1). The behavior of structures when excited by
the various pressure fields which are encountered in operation is crucial
to the propel ' design of such vehicles and to the operation of on-board
systems. By and large, available calculations of structural response
follow one of two basic procedures: Analytical methods are employed
in cases where the structure can be idealized to a sufficiently simple
one and where the excitation can be represented by a relatively simple
function; when the structure is complex (nonuniform), numerical tech-
niques are used of which the most common involves the construction of
a discrete structural model which approximates the original continuous
structure (discrete element approach, Reference 2).
It is the purpose of the study reported herein to bridge the
gap between those two approaches, that is, to use that portion of the
discrete element approach (or, other numerical technique) which analyti-
cal methods cannot handle, in combination with an analytical calculation
of the dynamic response. Inasmuch as the free vibrations of a complex
structure cannot, in general, be established, analytically, this portion
of the calculation is left to numerical techniques. Once results to the
eigenvalue problem are available, however, analytical methods are used
to complete the dynamic response calculation. This study employs the
impulse response, or Green's function technique.
Two pieces of information are required in the application of
the impulse response method: the impulse response function appropriate
to the s t ruc tu re at, hand and an appropria te input function which describes
the spatial-temporal distribution of pressure over the structure. The
impulse response function can always be written in the form of an eigen-
function expansion, so that, knowledge of the structural mode shapes
•A.
and normal frequencies suffices (References 3, 4). For complex
structures of given geometry ( i . e . , describable in a given coordinate
system), this study assumes parametric forms for the associated mode
shapes, where the arbitrary parameters can be fixed once the numerical
solution to the eigenvalue problem is available. These parametric forms
are used in the expression for the impulse response function which, in
turn, is used in the analytical calculation of the dynamic response. On
the other hand, input functions are also parameterized in such a way that
a whole class of functions can be considered simultaneously in the
response calculation. This class represents most physically realizable
pressure fields of practical concern. The result is a "bank" of response
solutions where the arbitrary parameters can be fixed once (a) the
numerical values for the mode shapes at a number of discrete points and
values for the associated normal frequencies are available, and (b) a
particular input function is given.
In any given application, this procedure constitutes, in
effect, a hybrid calculation.of structural response: the structure is dis-
cretized and the eigenvalue problem is solved by the use of appropriate
computer codes; however, the calculation of the dynamic response, does
*In practical terms, the expansion of the Green ' s function in terms of
structural inode shapes is generally valid if the damping is small. The
assumption that such an expansion is possible is analogous to the
assumption made for discrete systems with regard to the existence of
a matrix which diagonalizes both M K and M~ C, where M, K, C are
the mass, spring and damping matrices, respectively (see Ref. 5).
not proceed numerically,. b,ut rather, the results of the eigenvalue
' - . • i,
routine are used to define values for the arbitrary parameters in the
analytical response solutions. The above procedure is depicted in
Figure 1. This study has applied it to one-dimensional structures
(beams) and circular cylindrical shells in the case of either determin-
• - . . ' • • • - ! - i ' ' •
istic or random excitation.
: Section 2. 0 presents the fundamental equations employed
by the impulse response method, the parametric forms for the structural
mode shapes (impulse response function) and for the input function and
the calculation of the response due to both deterministic and random
pressure fields. Section 3. 0 details the computer codes based on the
analytical results and Section 4.0 applies the tools developed in this
study to a specific engineering problem. The identical problem is also
solved with the use of the NASTRAN code and the results of the two
approaches are compared. NASTRAN is a general-purpose digital com-
puter program designed to analyze the behavior ,of elastic structures
under a range of loading conditions using a finite-element displacement
method approach. A wide range of analytical capability is built into
NASTRAN including modal analysis and the determination of the response of
structures due to random loads, which were the two features of NASTRAN
used in this investigation. General remarks with regard to the method
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2. 1 Basic Equations , .
The linear displacement response of a structure obeys
an equation of motion of the form
Q w(r , t ) '= p ( r , t ) ( I )
r, t
where Q is a linear differential operator in the spatial and
r, t
temporal variables r and t, w(r, t) is the vibratory displacement
response and p(r, t) the forcing, or input function -which describes
the spatial-temporal distribution of pressure over the structure. Two
special cases of Equation (.1). arise when p(r, t) is zero or an impulse:
Qr.' w( r , t ) = 0 - . . ' . ; ' • - " (2)
Q , G ( r , r ; t-t ) = 6(r-r ) 6 (t-t ) (3)
r, t o o o o
Equation (2) defines the free vibrations of the structure, that is, its
solution yields the appropriate eigenfunctions (mode shapes) and eigen-
values (normal frequencies). Equation (3) defines the impulse response,
or Green's function for the structure. It is the response at position r
at time . t due to an impulse at position r at time t ; the impulse is
represented by the product of delta functions.
Symbolically, the solution to Equation (1) is given by
w ( r , t ) - Q~;1 • p ( p . t )
 ( 4)
. ' I *• • •.
where Q is the inverse of the operator , Q , that is, an integral
r
 > ' - r > ^
operator. The kernel of this integral .operator is the solution to
I '
Equation (3), G(r , r ; t-t ). If initially the displacement and velc
o o
responses are zero, Equation (4) has the explicit form
.t
w(r , t ) •'= / dr I dt G ( r , r ; t-t ) p ( r _ , t ) (5)
JS
r = fdr f ,  r , 
. L O J O O 0 0 0
•where it is assumed that the operator Q is hermitian under the
ri t
boundary conditions of the problem at hand, and where the spatial
integration is over the surface of the structure, S. The Green's
function is causal, that is, G(r , r ; t-t ) = 0 for t < t and, there-
o o o
fore, the upper time limit in Equation (5) can be extended to + °° .
One can also extend the lower time limit to -°° by incorporating a
unit step function in the definition of the input function, that is,
p(r, t) = p(r, t) U(t) where U(t) is defined as
U(t) =• 0 for • t < 0
= 1 for t > 0 ;
Then Equation (5) reads
CO
w ( r , t ) . = /"dr f dt G(r, r ; t-t ) p(r ,t ) (6)
J c O J O 0 0 0 0b -<»
The Fourier transform of Equation (6) with respect to the time t is
w ( r , U 3 ) = /dr G ( r , r ; 0 ) ) p ( r , W) (7)
• •£, o • • o • o
o .
where w, G, p are the Fourier transforms of w, G, p, respectively.
For a one-dimensional structure (beam) of length L, Equation (7) reads
r - ' • " ' •/ dx G(x,x ;00) p(x , C O ) , (8)J o , 0 0
o
while for a cylindrical shell of circular cross section and of length L,
(9)w ( z f e ' , - c c ) = R / d z Y de G(Z, e)Z , e ;to) p(z , e ., u>)J ° J ° o o o o
*o o
where R is the nominal radius and z, 6 are the axial coordinate and
circumferential angle, respectively.
If the excitation is random, the response is given by an
appropriate statistical average of Equation (6). The most general average
of practical concern is the response cross-correlation function between
two; space-time points (r, t) and (r , t ); it is given by
y* OO . OO
< w(r, t) w'"(r', t') > = /dr fdr' f dt { dt' G(r, r ; t-t )
J o Jc o J o / o o o
G*(r / , r - / ; t ' - . t ' ) <p(r , t - ) - p " ' ' ( r / f t / ) > (10)
O O 0 0 0 0
&
where ( ) denotes complex conjugate and < • • • • > denotes the averaging
process. The response autocorrelation, spatial correlation and mean
square value result from Equation (10) by setting r = r , t = t and
the combination r = r , t = t , respectively. It is assumed that the
pressure field is homogeneous in both space and time so that, the associ-
ated correlation function depends on the separation between the points
( r , t ) and ( r ' . t ' ) , that is
< p ( r , « : ) p :"(r / , . t - /)> ' •= Q( r - r V t-t/) ( 1 1 )
Under these circumstances, the response correlation function is homo-
geneous in time, but not in space due to the finite extent of the structure,
that is, - . . ' . • . - • ' • • ;
<w(r , t ) w""(r ' t ' )> '= W(r, r ' - t - t ' ) • (12)
Using Equations (11) , (12) in Equation (10) and taking the Fourier trans-
form with respect to the variable T = t-t , one obtains the response
cross-spectral density:
, r ' ; W ) =. J dr • / d r ' - G ( r , r ; U > ) G " ( r , r ;
"
U)) Q(r - r ; U ) (13)
0 0
- - . A A : . ' ' . • '
where W, Q are the Fourier transforms of W, Q, respectively. The power
spectral density results from Equation (13) by setting r = r . In one
dimension, Equation (13) reduces to
f dx fdx'/ o / o
A A* / / A /
Ci(-x ~K -CO) G l-x v • /i))CHx -TC • CO) Y 1 4 )^-J I •"• • -A- j ^"^ / ^J \-"- • » ••»• > ^*^/ *** \ •"• -"• > ^^ / ' V /
o - o o o
while, for a cylindrical shell
/
dz / dz' ' / de / de'
„ ° -I ° 4 ° 4 °
W(z, 6,
 z ' , 6 ' ;CO) .= R  z '_ .  . 9_ .  d9_  ' G t z , 9, z ,9 ; W J '
G""(Z', 6', 7.', 6'; 03) Q(Z -Z ',6 _ 0 ' ; C O ) (15)
op o o o o
The analytic evaluation of Equations (8), (9) , ' ( 1 4 ) and (15)
for a whole class of input functions p(r, t) and Q(r-r , t-t ) is the
purpose of this study. To do this, one must specify functional forms
for the impulse response and input functions.
2.2
 ; The Impulse Response Function
) '
Under the assumption of small damping, the impulse response
function can be Written in the following form of an eigenfunction expansion
(Ref. 3 , 4 ) .
G(r, r ! t-t ) = Y (M CO )~ 0 (r) i/J "~(r ) g (t-t ) (16)
o o £—1 nn n n o n o
n
and G ( r , r ; CO) = ^ (M W )'* 0 (r) 0 "~(r ) g ( C O )
o *—' nn n ' n o n
n
g (t-t ) = ex;p[-a (t-t )] sinfco (t-t )] U( t - t ) . (17)
.where 0 (r) are the structural mode shapes, n denotes the set of mode
numbers required to specify a given mode, and M , CO , a are the
modal masses, frequencies and damping, respectively. For uniform
structures, the modal mass is a constant equal to the surface mass den-
sity and for most common structural geometries, the mode shapes
!/) (r) and frequencies CO are known from the analytic solution of the
n n
eigenvalue problem. In the case of nonuniform structures, the discrete
element approach is usually employed to obtain values for M , CO and
i/J ( r . ) at a discrete number of points on the structure r.. This study
n i r . . i •'
assumes that such values are available in a given application which in^
volves either a beam or a ,cyl indrical shell. It is fur ther assumed that
tr igonometric interpolation can be used to define a curve through the
values of i/) ( r . ) at the spatial points r.. The analytic forms of such
trigonometric fits to mode-shape data are
0 (x) = > A" sin knx + B" cos kUx (18)
n P P P P
i , ,,. V1. V I
 Anm • . n . mQ ^rim . n mQ( z , 6 ) = > > {A cos k z sin k 6 + B sin k z cos k 6
nm . Z-/4-; ( pq. p q pq p q
m nm n m
z c o s k 6 + D s i n k z s i n kpq p q pq p • .
Values for the constant coefficients > A, B, C, D and wave numbers k
in the above expansions can be determined by an appropriate curve-
fitting routine (Section 3. 1). Knowledge of these values, however, is
not required for the analytic calculation of the dynamic, response. Note
that Equation (19) does not assume separability in the variables /. and
6, that is, I/) (V- , 9 ) £ 0 - ' ( z ) i/) ( 6 ) . Use of the exponential forms for
nm n rn
the trigonometric functions in Equation ( 1 9 ) results in the following
form
.(p (z) <p (6) +'a < p ( z )pq p q
 P
<p (z) ( P ( 9 ) + b ( p ( z ) cp (6) (20)pq p q pq p q
. . ik z





q . •- -
(21)
nm
pq 4i \ pq pq / 4 \ pq "
 Pq /
n m n m \
 + _!_ /nm + . . f inm \
/ 4 \ pq pq /
_
pq 4i \ pq pq
10
The curve-fitting routine developed in this study (Section 3. 1]
makes use of the following ordering for the trigonometric expansion
given by Equation (19): .
?/) = a + a cos 09 cos Z + a cos 09 cos 2Z + . . .
i • tj ' . • • • J
a cos 09 cos [ ( h - l ) Z l + a cos 6 cos OZ
n n+1
+ a cos 6 cos Z -I- ... + a cos 9 cos f (n -1 ) Zl
n+2 . 2n ,
'+ a. ' . ' . : . . ,, cos [(m-1)9] cos OZ 4(m- J
+ a; cos [(m-1) 9] cos [ ( n - l ) Z ]
mn
+ a '-, cos 06 s inOZ + . . .. +a . cos 06 sin [ (n -1 ) Z]
mii+1 mn-f-n
0 ' c o s [(m-1) 9] sinOZ +•2mn-n + l
+'. a cos [(m-1) 6] s i n [ ( n - l ) Z ]
•I- a, ' , , Hin 09 cos OZ + . . +a sin 00 cos I (n- I) Z]2mn-l- l 2nin+n L •
11
+ a , sin [(m-1) 9] cos OZ + . . .3mn-n+l i
0 sin [(m-1) 9] cos [ (n - l )Z]3mn
+ a sin 06 s inOZ + . . + a,, sin 06 sin[(n-1) Z]3mn+l . 3mn+n
. + a ".', s in f (m- l ) 6] sinOZ -f . . > . • ' .4mn-ri+l
4- a s i n f ( m - l ) e ] s i n [ ( n - l ) Z ]
4mn
where Z = r r z / L and where the subscripts n, m bear no relationship
to the mode numbers. Hence the indicies associated with a particular
combination of trigonometric terms are given as follows (see Section 3. 1
for notation):
cos 19 cos jZ -». NA
. . cos i6 sin jZ -* NOFZ • NTHA + NA
sin i9 cos jZ — 2 • NOFZ • NTHA + NA
sin i9 cos jZ -» 3 • NOFZ • NTHA + NA
where NA = i • NOFZ +j + 1 ' •
P^quation (16), with Equations (17), (18) and (20), defines
the Green ' s function which is employed in Section 2.4 to derive analytic
response solutions for beams and cylindrical shells. In a given applica-
tion, all constants which appear in the above equations can easily be
fixed once the numerical solution to the associated eigenvalue problem
is available, (Section 4.0) .
1.2
Note that with proper choice of the coefficients A, B, C, D
in Equations (18) and (19), Equation (16) reduces to the Green 's function
;appropriate, to' a uniform beam or cylindrical shell (Refs. 3 , 6 ). For
1/2instance, using Equation (18) with p = 1, A = (2 /L) , B = 0,
k •= nTT/L in 'Equation (16) yields the impulse response function for a
uniform beam. It follows that the response solutions of. Section 2.4 are
valid for both uniform and nonuniform beams and cylindrical shells.
2. 3 The Input Function
It is, assumed that the input functions in Equations (8),
(9), (14) and (15) are separable in the variables, that is,
p(x, W) ' =
 P I ( X ) p3(60) (22)
'$.(z, 6,»' ' =
 P I ( Z ) P 2 (9 ) ;p 3 (W) : ,:. (23)
Q(x-x;to) = Q^x-x') Q3(CO) (24)
' (25)
The above assumption is standard in structural response calculations,
though not fundamental to the methodology developed in this study. If
one were to relax it, however , the mathematical manipulations would
become essent ia l ly unmanageable.
We adopt a classification scheme Cor pressure fields, whereby
input funct ions are classified according to the analytici ty o f . the i r spectra
>By analyticity of the input function spectrum, we mean the nature of the
singularities of the corresponding Fourier transform in the complex plane.
:
 '•' • ' 13
(Refs. 7
 t 8 ). This property is sufficiently general to allow the grouping
of different input functions into a class, and yet provides sufficient infor-
mation for the analytic calculation of the response. In particular, we . ":
consider input functions whose Fourier transforms have any number of
-i, .. •
poles of arbi t rary order. In the case of deterministic excitation, the
proper forms are
-ikx. _ ^, CQL B




 + _ _
77=1 a=l (a>- v
v^ v^ t7 a
2. I. —^ ^ : ("]
where k is the Fourier conjugate of the coordinate x, or z and p, (k)
is the Fourier transform of p (x), or p (z) . The first two terms in
:Equations (26), (27) have been included to account for the possibility of
a discrete (delta function) and constant part of the spectrum. The last
terms account for the singular portion of the spectrum in the complex k
and CO planes. It is composed of an arbitrary number of complex poles
K . V of arbitrary order. The poles are located in the upper half-plane
only, that is, they have a positive imaginary part; e. g. , v = V + iv ,
// ** ^ ^ *l
V > 0. The inverse Fourier transforms of Equations (26), (27) are
given by
'Such funct ions are termed meromorphic.
•'*Sinc:e p (t) is causal, i . e . , p.,(t) - 0 for t < 0, tlie poles V inust
necessa r i l y be; in the upper u) ha l f -p l ane . Also, one can associate a step
funct ion with p1 (x) or p . ( z ) since the integrations in Equations (8) and
(9) start at. zero and thus treat them as "causal" functions. This requires
the poles K to be located in the upper k half-plane.
• '. • a , •
14
AO + 2, B- 6(x-x-) + iu<x)'2, £ w^e (ix) (28)
•where the (1 /2 IT) factor in the inversion formula has been absorbed in
the constant coefficients, p (z) is given by Equation (28) with x
replaced by z. In analogy to the above expressions, we assume the
• : ' • • 'f - '
following form for the angular distribution of pressure.
. ; v v < * ' a 1 ' B'-I(9) =/D • . + . . > E./ 6 (6 -9 . , ) + i) > '-£-
 e ( i9)P (30)
o L-, j j . . - . /L i Z. / . . „ • / . - , .
-
Thus, in the spatial-temporal variables, the class of input functions
considered in this study includes a constant, a series of impulses and
combinations of trigonometric functions, exponential functions and poly-
nomials in the variables.. This class of functions adequately represents
physically realizable pressure fields of practical concern. In any given
application, values for the constants in Equations (28) - (30) can easily
be assigned (Section 2 . 4 . 1 ) .
In the case of random excitation, the correlation functions
are requi red to be even functions of the variables; That is,
vp i (9) is de f ined in the i n t e rva l 0 to 2 7T and, th iv i - e fo re , possesses a
truncated Fourier t ransform which is analytic everywhere . The constants
K ./.. are not associated with singularities of the spectrum.
is
Q r(X) =
Q 1 (Z) =
Q2O) =- Q 2 ( |©| ) for .|e| ^ 77 (3D
. - •= Q (277- |0|) for |0| > 77
L*
Q 3 - (T) ...= Q 3 ( r |)
where X = x-x , Z = z-z ,'• 0 = 6 _9 , T = t-t . The condition on
Q (0) also guarantees that the same value for the correlation is obtained
C * - ' • ' . - ' ' •
at 0 = 0 and © = 277 . In terms of the spectra, the above conditions
require that the singularities exist in both the upper and lower half-planes.
Accordingly, the class of correlation functions analogous to the determin-
istic input functions given by Equations (26) - (30) is
6 (k) .= A 6(k) + A + y a>p + y
N M..y _JL_2_ +y y — ^ -^ (33)
£-1 . a L-i t—i , .0
, . +H +
3 O • \ £-1 
T?=l 0=1 (CO-V -.) -§=1. p=l (CO-V )
Q - ( X ) .=. A + A • 6 ( X ) -I iU(X)
X
1 o 1 ^_i ^-< (p- 1 ) !
a=i / f ?= i
_ C iK X
v^ y c y e _ 1
16
N . < i v T
Tj , CT T/
(35).
'2^' = Do + 0^(6) + _
77=1 a=0
where k is the Fourier conjugate of X, or Z, CO is the Fourier conjugate
of T , and where the (1/2 TT) factor in the inversion formula has again
been absorbed in the constant coefficients. Q (Z) is given by Equation (34)
with X replaced by Z. The poles K , v are in the upper half-planes,
a T?
that is, they have positive imaginary parts, while the poles K , v are
in the lower half-planes, that is, they have negative imaginary parts. Thus,
in the spatial-temporal variables, the class of random pressure fields
considered in this study is represented by correlation functions which may
be constant (representing a perfectly correlated field), delta functions
(representing a purely random field), or various combinations of trigono-
metric functions, exponential functions and polynomials in the variables.
The arbitrary constants which appear in Equations (32) - (36) can easily be
fixed in engineering applications (Section 4. 0). A priori knowledge of
values for these constants is not necessary, however, in order to proceed
With the analytic evaluation of the response.
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2. 4 Response Calculation
2.4. 1 Response to Deterministic Excitation
:With Equations (16) and (22), Equation (8) reads
w ( x , C O ) = p\(00) > (M CO )~ g (00) J/) (x)3 /—< n n n n
n ~o
0 V (x . ) p . ( x ' ) ( 37 )
o n o 1 o
where g (CO) is the Fourier transform of Equation (17) given by




Using Equation (18) in exponential
A
W(x, CO) = P 3 ( C O ) ^ (MnOOn)"1 gn
- ; • • . : • \ n n
a I (x ,x ) +a I (x ,x )
pi 1 c. p <L 1 ^
(39)
,
where n p Pa = — "- + — E-
P 2 2i
(40)
-dx <p (x ) p . (x )
o n o 1 o
'
(41)
.where cp. . (x : ) is givon by Equation ( 2 1 ) with v, replaced by x. The
liniits in Equations (40), (4.1) have been set at a rb i t ra ry values K x
18
- . I- • • • . •
to allow for the possibility of truncation of '. p.-(x). If the pressure
field extends over the entire length of the beam, then x =0, x = L;
if it extends to a point b < L, then x = 0, x = b; if it extends from
a point a > 0 to a point b < L, then x = a, x = b; and, finally, if
the pressure is distributed from a point a > 0 to a point b > L, then
x = a, x = L. With Equation (28),the evaluation of Equation (40) is






i(k + K ) x
(42)
where, for clarity in notation, we have dropped the superscript n
from the wave numbers k . I (x , x ) is given by Equation (42) withp 2 1 2
k replaced by - k . Equation (39), "with (38) and (42) , gives the
beam solution for the class of input functions considered in this study.
In the case of a cylindrical shell, Equation (9) with
Equations (16), (20) , (28) and (30) takes the form
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n,m
1 ( z , . - . z j - i 1 ( e 1 ) + anm*i_ ( z . , z j i (e/ pq 112 1 1 pq 2 1 2 2 1p q l
I J z . z ) I _ ( 9 ) + bnm Uz z J I (9) . (43)pq 11 22 1 pq 2 1 2 . . 1 )
where I _ ( z ,z ), I - ( z , z ) are given by Equations (40), (41) and (42)
*. \. & L* \. L* ' • ,
with x x_ replaced by z , z, and where
• -1 • ' Ci ' J- L* . .
• ' •
 e i : • • . . ' " . . . : • ' • • • • ' : • ' - ' • •
• d'0 . <p (9 ) p (0 )
 : (44)O Q o 2 o
"o
. " . • • : - / ' ; • . • • • • ' • • • - • - , - .i,(e.) -=• / de p (9 •) p (e ) (45)21 J o q o 2 o
• o . . - . • . - • • • . : .
The upper limit in Equations (44), (45) has been set at an arbitrary angle
6 to allow for the possibility of truncation of p (9). If the pressure
' ' • * • • • • , - " . • - ' • C »
field is distributed over the entire shell circumference, then 9 = 2ir;
if it is truncated at some angle a < 277, then 8 = a. Since the integrand
in Equation (44) is identical
in form to that of Equation (40), it follows that I (0 ) is pivon by
Equation (42) undt;r the following substitutions [soe also Equations (28)
and (30) ]: x,-*- 0, x0-» 0,, k -* k , A -* D , B -»• E , , x -» 0 /,12 l
 P q ° o J .1 j .1
C^ _-».F , ,, K -» K , . I _ ( 0 J is obtained from I1(9J by substituting
« , p ; u , p a a L i • 11
k by - k . Equation (43) with (42) under the above substitutions gives
the cylindrical shell solution for the class of pressure fields considered.
• • " - • . • ' • ' • • ' • 2 0 . - ' . • ; . • ' ' ' " .
1
 Equations (39) and (43) constitute a "bank" of deterministic
response solutions for the class of input functions given by Equations
(26) - (30). A particular response solution results once an input
function belonging to the above class is specified. For instance,
consider a beam loaded by a pressure field whose frequency spectrum
is constant and whose spatial distribution over the entire length of the
beam has the form
p(x, CO) '= P e " ° : 5 X (x2 + 1)
Comparison with Equation (27) yields
H = t '=• N •= 0 , all s,
o s 77, r
K , •=. P
s = i o
K • - -= • 0. all
s
On the other hand, expanding the j8 sum in Equation (28),
e
' ' ' ' ' '
so that, by direct comparison we conclude
A ' • ' . . = B.• = 0, all j
.•: •=/ 0. 5i
a-1
21
K. ' •= 0 , a l l
C •= -i; C = 0; C = 2i
1,1 ij^ * » -> .
C • . =0, all C^l , 0 > 3 .
«» P • .
Substitution of the above values and x = 0, x = L, in Equation (39)
J. LJ •
yields the corresponding analytic response solution. In terms of the
computerized version of Equation (39), the user simply inputs the
above values (along with the mode shape parameters appropriate to
the case at hand) to the code to obtain numerical values of w(x, GO)
at specified frequencies and positions (Section 3. 2).
2 . 4 . 2 Response to Random Excitation
The response cross-spectral density for a beam is given
by Equations (14), (16) and (24) as
-M 4 > _ ( x ' ) g
 / ( - C O )ixr / ' \W x . x ;co). . =
_
 nn n
- — - -3 J — i M i C £-f M.
 f iti /





dx jf) (x ) I/) /x ) Q (x -x )
o n o n o 1 o o
- o ~ o
Using Equation (18),
W(x,x ' ;CO) = <
M GO ^-y M / CO ,
n n n n n n
/ ... / n n' * n ' )
h I(k ,k ) + h . I ( - k ,-k ) +h I(k ,-k ) +h:i(-k . k. ) (46)
p




, n nh, = a a
1 p r
n n *h_. = a a2 p r
XL/ /- /
I (k n , k n ) = ./• dx I dx' (p (x -) <p (x') Q (x -x ) (47)p r J o 7 o p o r o 1 o o
•'o *x>
/




exp (ik x), <p (x ) = exp (ik x ).
P r - r .
Similarly, Equations (15), (16), (20) and (25) yield the
response cross-spectral density for a cylindrical shell in the form
w(z,e, z', e ' ; ( >3'~.' ^ M CO. f-. , M ,
 /C0 , /
n, m nm nm n ,m n rri n m
y !H1i (kn ,kn / ,km ,km /) +H*i(.kn;.kn%! r s l r
n n' m • , m' * , n n' m m' n ' n' m m'
^ , -k ,k , -k ) + H^I(-k , k , -k , k ) + H I(k , -k , k , k2 p r q s 2 p r q s 3 p r q s
H*I(-kn, kn/, -km,-km/) + H I(kn, kn/, km, -km/ ) + H*I(-kn, -kn/, -km, km/)3 p r q s 4 p rqs 4 p r q s
n n ' rn m' * n n / n
 ,
 n
 , rn m
n
. -kn/. -km, km/) + j,K-kn, kn/,
 k
m
, km/) +. j!i(kn, -kn/, -km, .km/)p r q s 3 p r q s 3 p r q s
-,•' ,, ,
 n
 . n' , TTJ , f\\'




__ nm n'm'H. = a a
1 pq rs
' - ' - ' v
__ nm n m *H_ = a a2 pq rs
nm , n'mH, = a b3 pq rs
nm , n m. *'
K, = a b4 pq rs
• , nm .-n mJ, = b b1 pq rs
_ . nm n m *J _ = b bd. pq rs
, rim n mJ • = b a3 pq rs
nm n mJ . = b a4 pq rs (49)
nI ( k , k , k, k ) .= P (L) S ( 2 f f ) 'p r q s pr qs
Pr /
- -L . '- y-L '
dz / dz" <p (z j <p (z ' ) Q,.(z -z ')
O J O p O ^T O 1 O O
/
2 TT /• 2 7T
de / de' <p (e ) cp ( e ' ) Q _ ( e -e')
o / o q o ^s o 2 o o
o




The constants in Equation (49) are defined in Equation (21) and
• - ' - . / . . ' • . • •
(P (z) = exp(ik z), <p (z') = exp(ik z), (fl (9) = exp(ik 9), and
P P
 / r r q q
<fl (6) = exp(ik 6). The summation symbols in Equation (48) denote
S S
 T, ^
a double summation, e .g . , y stands for \ N . Noting that Equations
(47) and (51) are identical [i. e. , I(kn, kn ) = P (L)], it follows thatP r pr
the evaluation of both Equations (46) and (48) rests on performing the
integrations in Equations (51) and (52) for the class of input functions
given by Equations (34) and (36). This calculation is presented in detail

























































































































































































































































For simplicity in notation, the superscripts have been suppressed in
the wave numbers k, that is
k = ,kn , k "s k n ' , < k ^ km and k a km'
p p r r q q s s
Equation (53) in (46) yields the response cross-spectral
density in parametric form for a beam excited by the class of input
functions given by Equations (33), (34), while Equation (48), with
Equations (53) - (58), gives the corresponding solutions for a cylindri-
cal shell when the input function belongs to the class given by Equations
(33), (34) and (36). The response power spectral density at position x
on the beam, or position z, 9 on the shell, results by setting x = x
in. (4.6) and v. - //, 6 = 9 in (48). The mean-square response can be
obtained by further integrating the above equations over all frequencies.
If the analyst is given an input function which belongs to the
class considered, values for the pressure field parameters can easily
be specified and the particular analytic response solutions obtained
from the above equations. On the other hand, the computerized version
of the solutions provides means for obtaining numerical response values.
The section which follows describes the codes based on Equations (39),
(43), (46) and (48).
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3.0 COMPUTER CODE - USER'S GUIDE
3. 1 Curve-Fitting Routine for Structural Mode Shape sj FIT MS C)
3. 1. 1 Program Description
The FITMSC program fits the normal component of the
structural mode, shape as computed by a numerical code, such as
NASTRAN. The fits are in the form of products of trigonometric
functions. The code uses stepwise multiple regression to evaluate
the coefficients of the fit.
3. 1.2 Input
Section 3. 1.9 presents the necessary input to be read into
the code. ,
3. 1. 3 Governing Equations
The governing equations are given in Section 2 .2 .
3.1.4 Method of Solution
The calculation procedure is described in Section 2. 0.
3. 1. 5 Restar t ;
The code-is set up to skip past as many sets of modal
data as necessary in o rde r to refi t a particular mode shape.
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3. 1. 6 Termination
' . . ' - . ' • /
The code will terminate when the number of modes to be
fitted have been fitted. The termination occurs because of lack of
additional input data.
3.1.7 Computer Conversion
The program was written in FORTRAN V. It was used
extensively on the UNIVAC 1108 (EXEC 8).
To adapt this code to CDC 6600, or IBM 7090 or 360,
the following changes must be made:
1. All control cards at the beginning of each subroutine
must be eliminated and/or replaced with appropriate cards.
3.1.8 Equipment Requirements
The code uses logical units (15) from which the mode shapes
are obtained. No other storage units are needed. The present form
of the code needs approximately 32, 000 cells to execute, most of which
is used for the data itself. Tapes 5 and 6 are used for reading and
writing, respectively. Two or three cards will be punched for each fit.
3. 1. 9 Program Input Requirements
A tape with the mode shape data must be mounted on logical
unit 15. See Sec. 3.1. 15 for the listing of the code to generate this data
tape from NASTRAN card output.
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3.1.10 Card Formats
NOTE: All integer variables rriust be right adjusted.
Floating point fields must contain a decimal which may be arbitrarily
located in the field width.
CARD GROUP 1
Columns Description
1-5 ITEST, case number. (Integer)
6-10 LIMIT, nnaximum number of steps in the
regression analysis. (Integer)
11-15 NZS, number of constant Z for which the modal
data is given.
16-20 NTH, number of angles for which the modal data
is given.
21-25 NPOLI, K , number of terms in the fits in the
. - ' • • • ' P
. spatial variable. (Integer)
26-30 NPOLK, K , number of terms in the fits in the
• ' . ' • • • ' . ' ' • 1 ' ' . • '
azimuthai variable.
31-35 ISKIP, number of modes on the data tape to be











EFIN, the F* value for entering a variable into
the regression. (Floating point)
EFOUT, the F value for removing a variable from
the regression. (Floatingpoint)
THNOT, 9 the modal data is tabulated for
various angles starting at 9 (Floating point)
DTH, AQ, angular increments (in degrees) for
the modal data is tabulated. (Floating point)
DELZ, AZ, spatial increments in Z (in inches)
for the tabulation of the modal data. (Floating point)
51-60
(Floating point)
* F - F test is a significance test.
ZNOT, Z , length of the cylinder in inches.
The above card groups are repeated for each mode shape
to be fitted.
3. 1. 11 Sample Input
The following is a listing of the input data used to fit all
of the mode shapes for model 1 (Section 4. 0). Sample 2 is input to
































































































































































































































































Input data, see Section 3. 1. 10
Following the input is a printout of the pertinent information
at each step of the regression. The last set of variable numbers and the
values of the coefficients are punched on cards for later code runs.
A comparison is made and printed between the actual data
and the predicted data (data calculated from the last set of coefficients).
These columns are self-explanatory.
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3. 1. 13 Code Expansion
Following is a listing of minimum storage requirements,
NOTE: MAXN and MAXNP1 must be altered to the dimension sizes
of X and A, respectively.
Minimum storage requirements: ,
a) (MAXN, MAXNP1) cells per variable X
b) MAXN cells per variable W, XBAR, SIG, IVAR,
B, SB
c) MAXNP1 cells per variable R
d) NTH cells per variable THA
e) NZS cells per variable ZHA
f) (MAXNP1, MAXNP1) cells per variable A
NOTE: I) MAXN > Number of modal data points.





3HOG.P POLREG USES UNIVAC MULTIPLE REGRESSION TO FIT A 2-0 POLY FOR COTTI'
3F09.IS POLREG
COMMON X ( 2 0 0 » 8 6 ) »W( 20O . X B A R C 8 6 ) .AI86.86) » S I G < 1 0 0 > » I V A R ( 6 6 > .B (86>»




1 READ 15.30) lTEST.LIMIT,NZS#NTHtNPOLI»NPOLK» ISKIP
WRj .TEf6 .35 ) ITEST»LIMIT»NZS»NTH.NPOLI»NPOLK.ISKIP
NPLl^NPl-1
iFdSKlP.EQ.O) GO TO 210
00 211 I=1»ISKIP
211 READ us) EI
210 READ (15) El »MOOE»NPTS.(X( J»NP 1) fDUMl,DUM2tOUM3»DUMU»DUM5tj:lt
1NPTS)







































6 READ (5»31) ( W (I I 1 1 = 1 .NPTS >
7 C A L L R E S T E M < X , N P T S » N P 1 » M A X N » M A X N P 1 » W » I W » E F I N » E F O U T * X B A R » A » S I 6 » C O N S
l T * N V A R » F L E V E L * S Y , N O I N » I V A R , B f S8»R« INQ)







19 WRITE* 6*131) NVAP
10 WRITE(6 t!32) FLEVEL *SY »CONST » ( IVAR CI> tB (I)tSB (I> »I=ltNOIN)
-iFlI-STEP-LIMlt ).7»2«»2»-. :'
GO TQ 7
12 U R I T E C 6 » 1 3 3 >
I-ST = 1
M C O ^ N O I N
I F ( I V A R ( 1 ) - 1 ) 1210, 1210*1211
1210 C O N S T r B Cl > * C O N S T
M C O = M C O - 1
1211 P U N C H 3 0 t N P O L I t N P O L K . » H C O t ( I V A R ( I ) t I = I 3 T » N O I N }
P U N C H 1 3 6 » C O N S T , I 8 ( I ) » I r I S T » N O I N >
DO 29 T - l f NPTS
DEV = XCI » N P 1 ) - R I I )
29 W R I T E ! 6f 13«*) I , X< I , N P 1 ) • R < I ) * OEV
GO TO 1
30 F O R H A T ( 1 6 I 5 )
31 r o R N A T ( 8 C 1 0 . 3 )
32 . F O R H A T d O H O RAW D A T A )
3 3 F O R M A T ! I X t l O E l Z . S i
31 F O R M A T ( 1 9 H O W E I G H T I N G F A C T O R S / ( 1X» 10E1 2. 51 )
35 F O R M A T ( 9 H l I T E S T - I 5 » 1 1 H » L I M I T r I 5 * 9 M » NZS r I5» 9H* NTH =M5
1 » 1 1 H » NPOLI - I S . f l l H f NPOLK - I5*11H» I S K I P - I5>
36 F O R H A T f E H O E F I N r E13.6»11H* EFOUT r E13 .6»11H» T H N O T r E13.6*
19Hf OTH - E13 .6 /8HOOELZ = El3.6#10Ht Z N O T . .= £13. 6)
39 F O R M A T f l l H O STEP NO. 13)
170 F O R M A T ( 5 X . 1 7 H V A R I A B L E R E M O V E D 131
1 3 1 F O R M A T I 5 X t l 9 H V A R I A B L E E N T E R I N G I 3 »
132 F O R M A T ( 5 X , 7 H F L E V E L • El 3 .6/5X , 20H S T A N O A R O E R R O R OF Y, E13.S/5X.
19HCON5:TANT » E 1 3.6 //15X 1 16 H V A R I A B L E C O E F F I C I E N T STO E R R O R OF
1 C O E F F . / t 1 7 X » 3H X I2« E16.5 * El 8.5 M
1 33 F Q R M A T f 30H1 PREDICTED VS ACTUAL RESULTS/8H OB. NO. »8X * 7H A C T U A L »
- ' • . ' : . : - ' 41 . . • . . ' . ' ' • • '




































DIMENSION X(MAXN,1>»W( 1).XBAR< 1 ) »A (M AXNP 1 *1 > tSlG Ci> »IV AR( 1 > rfif 1
1 SB(l)rRd)
INO^O UPON FIRST CALL TO SUBRT.
IF (IND) 175tlOOtl60
IND = 1
TEST IF WEIGHTS ARE INPUT. IF NOTr SET W C J»=l . 0. . .WEIGHT SUM^N
IF iNPUTt NORMALIZE WEIGHTS SO THAT AVERAGE OF WEIGHTS IS 1.0
IF (IW) 101*101*102
NOT INPUT









WCI) =WCI J/TEMP .,&




XBARJ J)=X8AR( J)*Wf I)*X(If J)
XBAR(J)=XBAR(J)/N





All t J)rAtIiJ>*W(K )*(XCK tI)-XBAR(I»* (X(Kt J>-XBAR{ J»
CONTINUE




































C NORMALIZE* THEN EXPAND UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX TO FULL RESTEM
c ---- __ ---- _ ----- _ -------------- : — . --------- __ ------ ___ ----- __ ------ _ _ _ _ _
DO 120 I-ltNPl RESTEM
ST.GCI)'=SQRT( A C I t l » RESTEM
120 A(I*I)=1.0 RESTEM
NP-NP1-1 RESTEM
DO 121 I-1*NP RESTEM
11=1*1 RESTEM
00 121 J^IItNPl RESTEM
A (It J)rA(I »J)/(SIG(I )*SIG< JM RESTEM
121 A< J«I)=A(It J) RESTEM
C ------- ----- _ --------------- . ------- : ---- - ------------------ . ------ .-___ ----






 _._»«*.__.»___ .*____«_..•»••«»>«»*•».• .«_»• .•_.»•».»•—*«-••• ••— •• •»— . * •• — .—••• • -. • •> . ** _. -* .«.*.« .'»•-• — «••__,* • ._» «. -, *». w
C INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING MOST SIGNIFICANT VARIA8LERESTEM
C TO BE ADDED TO REGRESSION RESTEM
C COMPUTE STANDARD ERROR OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE RESTEM
C ------- ~ ------- :- ---------- ------------ — - ------------- ' ----------------
125 SY-SIG<NP1>*SQRT< A( NP1 * NP1 ) /PHI ) RESTEM
Q • — — — --- _. ------ «._ --------- __• — -_. — __-.-——- ----- - ---- -______- ---------- ._
C ZERO COEFFICIENTS ARRAY RESTEM
c ----- _ ---- _____ --- . ---- ___ — _ --- ; ------- -__- ------ ---- ; ----- _ --- - ----- . ---
00 131 irl.NP RESTEM
131 Bri>=0.0 RESTEM





DO 150 1=1 *NP KESTEM
C GO TO 1*2
IF t A C l t l >-. 00001) 150»150tl«H RESTEM
^*» ^  .• ^ -^ ^ -«» ^  ••• «B ^  ^flA «• ^  •^^ ••IB •••••• .^ MB MB .»-^ ^«* ^  ^^ ^ ^ >^^B-^^»^B ^  «• ^  •*• •••«• «^^ ^ ^» ^  ^ •» — 1 «• •^•B ^ ^ ^ «• -^ ..K .«• -~ -~ -^_^ ^  «K «. V. .» ^
C COMPUTE VARIANCE RESTEM
111 VrAII tNPl)*A(NPl»I)/Aei»I) RESTEM
IF (V) 1<*2»150»1«»3 RESTEM
1«»3 IF (V-VMAX) 150tl50»l*»<»
NMAX=I RESTEM
GO TO 150 RESTEM
c__ --- _ _ _ _ . -------- ., --------------- ---------------------- ----- - ------- .__•_
C X( I ) IS IN REGRESSION. ..COMPUTE COEFFICIENT 8 AND STAND. ERROR OF RESTEM
C COEFF. RESfEM
C_; --- _- --- __; -------------------------- ; -------- _. ---------- . -----------------
112 NOIN;NOIN*I RESTEM
IVARCNOINI^I RESTEM
BINOIN)rA(I »NP 1 ) *SIG< NP 1 ) /SIGI I) RESTEM























































177 Tr.MPrTEMP *• B(I)*X(J*II)

















































C SET INDICT. TO INDICATE END OF COMPUTATION HAS 3EEN REACHED RESTEM
/* A W * •» ^  ^ ^  ^K •» » -^
 —
^ ^  ^  ^^ ^  ^  ^ ^  ^  ^ '^ ^ ^  ^ ^  ^ ^^ ^




SMAP.IS » A B S
IN POLREG
3 X Q T A B S
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3. 1. 15 Suitable Data to Tape for FILMSG
(following)
46
3 a S S t T 1 5 » T » .° J ~ '
gr no
 t T*- r. p-ro ' ' • i
C T A K F " G O D D A M " CA^I ^ A ^ A 6,ND PIJTS TT ON TA°1 F0° ' "OT T IS
3 - j M f ID tT lUPH) t T ? ( ICO) » T ? ( t » n n ) t ^ 1 (Unn) ,
 S
70 r C R W H T ( l ? " 5 )
no i" L - . I»MVOCC
> r AO ' ^ r ^ D f PUM.f T ) tlrl f °)
71 - -nq^AT f
 Ai )
^ - s D f ^ » T •» ) " T » M ? n E:
( i 2 X » E l r - . t 4 t a v , rr-.j
) TK J) , T ^ f J) .T T(J )
 t°l ( J) t °2 ( J) »^ Tf J)
»
7 I1S. !5 )
El ,M 0 n- f N r .Tr , ( T 1 ( J j t T 2 ( j) ,T7 , { J) ," If J) » ? ? ( J) .rj'f J)
rND F^L.C 1 5
r. r» T 0 1
mo
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3.2 Response to Deterministic Excitation (DEXCYL)
3.2.1 Program Description
The DEXCYL program computes the dynamic response
of a cylinder or beam for a class of deterministic pressure fields.
The structural mode shapes in the form of combinations of trigono-
metric functions with arbitrary constant coefficients are assumed.
These coefficients are obtained from the computer code "FITMSC. "
3 .2 .2 Input
Section 3. 1. 9 presents the necessary input to be read
into the code.
3 .2 .3 Governing Equations ' :
The governing equations are given in Section 2. 4. 1.
3 .2 .4 Method of Solution
The computational procedure is described in Section 2. 0.
3. 2. 5 Restart
The code computes the response at prescribed positions
and f r e q u e n c i e s . Should a res tar t be necessary, it may be done with-
out hav ing to recalculate any of the previous data points. Each point
is computed independent ly-of 'previous points.
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3; 2/6 Termination .
The code will terminate when the input data has been
exhausted.
3 .2 .7 Computer Conversion
=•- The program was written in FORTRAN V. It has been
used extensively on the UNIVAC 1108 (EXEC 8). The only obvious
changes necessary to adapt the code to CDC 6600 or IBM 7090 are
the control cards. All control cards at the beginning of each sub-
routine must be eliminated and/or replaced with appropriate control
cards.
3.2.8 Equipment Requirements ,
The code uses no tape units other than 5 and 6 for input
and output, respectively. Approximately 1 3, 000 cells are needed to
execute in the present form.
3 .2 .9 Program Input Requirements
NOTE; Certain real variable arrays were equivalenced
to their complex counterparts to avoid the problem of format variation
from machine to machine for complex variables.
3. 2. 10 Card Formats
NOTE: All integer variables must be right adjusted.
Floating point fields must contain a decimal which may be arbitrarily
located in the field width.
















NTHA, the response is computed for a mimber of
angular positions, 8, and a number of positions on
the cylinder Z, NTHA is the number of 0's.
(Integer) .
NOFZ, number of Z's for which the response
is calculated. (Integer)
NFREQ, number of frequencies for which the
response is computed. (Integer)
NMODES, number of mode shapes for which fit
data is available. (Integer)
NBETA, number of p terms in p . ( Z ) . (Integer)
NBETAP, number of p ' terms in p (9) . (Integer)
LJ
NALP, number of a terms in p (Z). (Integer)
NALPP, number of a' terms in p (9) . (Integer)
NJS, number of B.'s in p , (Z) . (Integer)
NJPS, number of E. "s in p (6). (Integer)
J
NSS, number of K 's in p ((!) ). (Integer)
.•• • S . j
NETA, number of V 's in p_ ( u u ) . (Integer)
"^











ZNOT, length of the cylinder in inches. (Floating point)
RCYL, radius of the cylinder. (Floating point)
Zl I Z1-Z2 is the extent of the pressure field.
Z2 I (Floating point)
Z, positions along the cylinder for which the response will










THNOT, 9, extent of the pressure field in the
azimuthal direction. (Floating point)
TTH, Q, angular values for which the response is
calculated. (Floating point, NTHA numbers in
all).
NOTE: In the following three groups it is assumed the number of terms








AA, A , constant pressure field term in p ( Z ) , real part
followed by imaginary part. (Floating point)
BB, B., real component followed by the imaginary
component of B.. (Floating point) - there will be
J • ' •
NJS successive paris of B.. If NJS = 0 two zero
fields must be present.
CC, C .real and imaginary components of
.cx, p
Ca, i There will be NALP pairs of numbers
for P = 1, followed by NALP pairs of numbers
for p = 2 , etc. If NALP = 0 there must be two
fields containing zero. (Floating point)
61-70, 71-80 'ZKALP,. .K, real and imaginary components of
K . There must be NALP pairs of numbers.





ZIP, Z., real and imaginary components of Z/.
J J
There must be at least two fields and up to NJPS









DD, DQ, constant pressure field term in p_(9), real part
followed by the imaginary part. (Floating point)
EE, E/, real component followed by the imag-
inary component of E. . (Floating point - there
will be NJBS successive pairs of p.. If NJBS = 0
two zero fields must be present)
FF, F i ., real and imaginary components of
ex , p
F , .. There will be NALPP pairs of numbers
DC , p
f or p ' = 1, followed by NALPP pairs of numbers
for p7 = 2 etc. If NALPP = 0 two fields con-
taining zero must be present. (Floatingpoint)
ZKALPP, K ",, real and imaginary components of
K
a /« There must be NALPP pairs of numbers.
At least two fields (which may be zero) must
be present. (Floating point)
New card, 1-10 THP, 6//,.real:and imaginary components of
8. /. There must be at least two fields and up
• ; • • • • . • • • • . 3 • : ' .






HCAP, H , constant pressure field term in
P3(u>). (Floating point) '
ZKS, K , real component followed by the imag-
s
inary component of K . (Floating point - there
S
will be NSS successive pairs of K . If NSS = 0
s




TS, t appearing in p~(u ) ) . There must be at least
S 3
one field (which may be zero) and up to NSS
numbers. (Floating point)
ZNN, N , real and imaginary components of
T"|, (T
N . There will be NSIG pairs of numbers forTV a
T| = 1 followed by NSIG pairs of numbers for n = 2
etc. until the list of TJ is complete. If NSIG = 0
two fields containing zero must be present.
(Floating point)
ZNU, V , real and imaginary components of V .
Tl . T]
There must be at least two fields and up to NETA
pairs of numbers in all. (Floating point)
CARD GROUP 7





AMN1, a , damping constants. (Floating point








WMN, CD , modal frequency in cycles per second,
n m








OM, 00 frequencies for which the responses are
to be calculated. (Floating point - eight numbers







ZMAS, M , modal mass. (Floating point-
n m





1-5 NTH, number of 9 terms in the fitting of the modal
data. (Integer)
6-1.0 NKZ, number of Z terms in the fitting of the
modal data. (Integer)
 :
11-15 NCOE, number of non-zero terms in the fit,
excluding the constant term.
16-20, 21-25, MCO, index tagging the fit coefficients with the
26-30, 31-35, appropriate trigonometric term. (Integer -







1-15 CON, constant term in the fits to the mode shapes.
(Floating point)
15-30, 31-45, COE, fit coefficients to the mode shapes. (Floating
46-60, 61-75 point - NCOE numbers in all).
56
Card groups 11 and 12 are repeated once for each mode
number. These two card groups are the direct output of the FITMSC
computer code. .
NOTE: To run the deterministic beam problem set:
1) R = RCYL =1
2) E. , = EE(1) + iEE(2) = 1 + Oi
3) NJPS = 1
4) F , , = FF(1) + iFF(2).= 0
. o- > p
5) DQ = DD(1) + iDD(2) = 0
6) NTH = 1 for all modes
3.2. 11 Sample Input
The folio-wing is a listing of the input data used to obtain














9 1 1 1



















































0 0 , 0 0
60. 80.
220. 210.
















1 1 1 3 0 3 2 6 ?
.61891715-05 -.7550?H60*00
_._.• H, ._. q t| j(Q 32 6?
.11708251-03 .63559515*00
6 2 3 972 16
.18283015-01 -.19113716-01














-rr. .9 IS 8.911-9.- 07

































39 5<| S6 58 67
.'1189229-01 -.11077712-03 -.18195815*1)0 -. 20617Q36-D?
-.20228178-03 -.90219221-01
1 1 11 57 1> 72 71 ?fc 30 39 51 56 58
-.22150605-06 .275373BO-01 - .22537106-01 . I33H7271-03 .85176307*00
.11771375-01 -.17931819-01* -.11337911-03 -.70917396-01 .18117981*00
-0? -.11030 -03 .
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3. 2. 12 Description of Output
The input is printed immediately after it is read. No








U), frequency of the calculation.
Coordinates of the point at which the dynamic
response is being computed.
W, real and imaginary components of the dynamic





W |, magnitude of the dynamic response at 6,
Z, and U).
cp, phase of the dynamic response at 6, Z, and uu.
3. 2. 13 Sample Output
Following is a partial listing of a case run earlier. This
is not the case run with the sample input. It corresponds to the sample
case with a = . 02 /CO
mn mn
59













. 1 4 9 8 H + 0 3
•5d7ti8+aO
. 10214 + 31
4 4 4
. 6 4 8 9 1 7 1 5 - 0 5
4 4 4
. I 1 708251-03
6 2 3
. 1 8283015-04
6 2 - 3




. 1 6 9 6 7 4 6 6 - 0 5
4 4 5
-. 1 0586593-03






- .1 7 9 4 3 9 9 5 - 0 9
4 4 11
- . 2 2 6 1 - 1 8 1 0 - 0 6
- • 7 6 V 9 5 4 V 8 - 0 4
- . 2 0 2 2 8 1 7 8 - 0 3













. 14984 + 03
.28036+03
































































7 18 22 24 30 37
. 7 1 4 1 5 9 2 2 9 - 0 4 - . 1 4 0 7 2 7 1 2 - 0 3 - . 4849581
« ; > 2 6 5 5 ; > 2 6 - O l - . 226552*2-01 . B 6 0 7 3 0 8 Q + 00
- . 9 0 2 1 9 2 2 1 - 0 4


















OF INPUT O A T A « » *
FREQUENCY =
..FREQUENCY =
,149841+03, THETA ° .000000
,149841+03, TUF.TA »
60
-.. 199 V 62+02, Z n.
.660000+02, Kt
MA

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3. 2. 14 Code Expansion
Following is a list of minimum storage requirements.
AA (2) ,
AMN1 (2 . NMODES)
AMN2 (2 . NMODES)
ASM (NTH, NKZ)
ASMST (NTH, NKZ)




CC (2 . NALP, NBETA)
CCAP (NALP, NBETA)
* CCAP (NALP, NBETA)or CCAP (NALPP, NBETAP) whichever is larger.
COE (NCOE, NMODES)
* COE (NALP, NBETA) or COE (NALPP, NBETAP) whichever is larger.
* COEZ (NALP) or COEZ (NALPP) whichever is larger.




EE (2 . NJPS)
* FACT (NBETA) or FACT (NBETAP) whichever is larger.
FCAP (NALPP, NBETAP)




















Zll (NBETA) or FACT (NBETAP) whichever is larger.





ZKALP (2 . NALP)





ZKS (2 . NSS)
ZMAS (NMODES)
ZNCAP (NSIG, NETA)
ZNN (2 . NSIG, NETA)
ZNU (2 .NETA)
ZNUCAP (NETA)
NOTE: The following variables must be dimensioned
the same to avoid errors in subroutine FINDI: (CCAP and FCAP),
(FF and CC). These arrays must be based on the largest values
of (NALP, NALPP) and (NBETA, NBETAP). The present form
of the code allows up to ten values for NALP, NALPP, NBETA, and
NBETAP.
FINDI.
Variables tagged by an (*) are located in subroutine
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7.. „ 5.. __. 3 \ 7 . 'Sjq., . ._. _• ,. _
i 9™«39ss-na - . in77nqn7-oi .11??C«;p5+ni
..14 >4 11 7 ... l* •>?. ->H -?n "^7 3^ . S« 5.S —.-'5.8 S_2 . ..
2 2 F 1 1 « l U - O e . 7 l O Q o . ? 7 a - t U -.1 007- 'T12-0 .3 - ,«4 a t|° 5 81 5 * U O - . 20^11-»0 "»6-02-
n q q - 0 q .. 7?SSS??S^-0 .1 - - -^ .??6-5S7T?-T01 .8.6.D.7.10.SO
1 7.«-07 - . ° P ? i q ? ? l - O M
i» ti -M 5 7 -IS- . -?-? . .7H - . 7 . K . . 3U. .- .^-a- 5JH-- - 56 _. S.3
. ?21 " O P D S - D f . ?7 C . . 773PP-01 - . P ? ^ ? 7 ! P6-01 .1 3 3 U 7 ? 7 1- D
. 11 2J-in.7s.rO i -. i ?g-'*«ia.i q.-a* - .11 i ^?^ i 1-03 - . 7 0 q « j 7 ^ q 6 - n
, 7 C 1 M P . « I - P ^ - . l l O T - 0 ^
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3.3 Response to Random Excitation (RANCYL)
3. 3. 1 Program Description
The RANCYL computer program computes the dynamic
response of nonuniform beams and cylindrical shells for a class of
random pressure fields. The structural mode shapes in the form of
combinations of trigonometric functions with arbitrary constant co-
efficients are assumed. These coefficients are obtained from the
computer code "FITMSC. "
3. 3.2 Input
Section 3. 3. 9 presents the necessary input to be read into
the code.
3.3.3 Governing Equations
The governing equations are given in Section 2. 4. 2.
3.3.4 Method of Solution
The computational procedure is described in Section 2. 0.
3. 3. 5 Restart
The code contains a restart feature. The first time the
code is run, the quantity "ZJUNK" is punched on cards. ZJUNK is the
* .
double sum involving rerms like H I(- k , k , k , k ). This part
of the calculation represents the largest portion of the computation and
hence is advantageous not to recalculate it if additional runs are to be
performed.
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' 3. 3. 6 Termination • . • ' •
The code will be terminated when the input data has
been exhausted.
3 . 3 . 7 . Computer Conversion
The program was written in FORTRAN V. It has been
run and checked as thoroughly as is practical on the UNIVAC 1108
(EXEC 8). The code was designed to be as machine independent as
possible. To run the codes on a CDC or IBM computer, the control
cards at the beginning of each subroutine must be eliminated and/or
replaced with appropriate control cards.
3.3.8 Equipment Requirements
The code uses no tape units other than 5 and 6 for input
and output, respectively. The amount of core necessary to run is a
strong function of the number of mesh points, modes, frequencies, etc.
(See Section 3. 3. 14 for minimum storage requirements. ) The present
form of the code uses approximately 26, 000 cells. There will be cards
punched if ISHOT is less than or equal to 1. (See Section 3. 3. 9).
3. 3. 9 Program Input Requirements
NOTE; Certain real variable arrays were equivalenced
to their complex counterparts to avoid the problem of format variation
from machine to machine for complex variables.
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3. 3. 10 Card Formats
NOTE; All integer variables must be right adjusted.
Floating point fields must contain a decimal which may be arbitrarily














NTHA, the response is computed for the points
Z, 0, Z ', 8'. Z and Z ' use the same set of numbers.
8, 8' use the same set of angles. NTHA is the number
of angles in this set.
NOFZ, number of different values of Z (also Z')
for which the response is calculated. (Integer)
NFREQ, number of frequencies for which the
response is calculated. (Integer)
NMODES, number of mode shapes for which
fit data is available. (Integer) .
NBETA, number of fj terms in Q,(ZO ) . (Integer)
NETA, number of nterms in Q (9 ). (Integer)
o (J
NALP, number of a terms in Q (Z ). (Integer)
NKZET, number of C, terms in Q (8_ ) . (Integer)
£ \J •
NGAM, number of y terms in Q (Z ). (Integer)














NSS, number of K 's in Q (ID). (Integer)
S J
NETA1, number of r\ 's in Q3 ( tu) . (Integer)
v A
NSIG1, number of V terms in Q ( tw) . (Integer)
NETA2, number of Ti2 's in Q3 ( u u ) . (Integer)
A
NSIG2, number of V terms in Q ( I D ) . (Integer)02 3
ISHOT, constant: set equal to 1 for an initial run
and set equal to 2 for a continuation run. If ISHOT=2
additional data (ZJUNK, See Card Group 13) will be .
required. (Integer)
NCROS, flag: If NCROS - 1 no cross terms will be
evaluated in W. If NCROS = 0 all terms will be included








ZNOT, length of the cylinder in inches. (Floating
point)
Z, the Z component of the points for which the cross
spectral density of the response will be calculated.
All combinations of Z, Z ', 9, 6 ' will be used,
where Z ' takes on the same set as Z. (Floating









RCYL, radius of the cylinder in inches. (Floating
point)
TTH, 9, angular values for which the cross
spectral density of the response are calculated.
(Floating point, NTHA numbers in all,,)
NOTE: In the following three groups it is assumed the
number of terms for each variable is one. If there are more terms






AA, A , constant pressure field term in Q (Z),
real part followed by imaginary part. (Floating
point)
AA1, real and imaginary parts of A used in
Q (Z). (Floatingpoint)
BB, B , real and imaginary components of
CC» p
B . There will be NALP pairs of numbers for
a, 3 *
(3=1, followed by NALP pairs of numbers for (3=2,
etc. If NALP=0 there must be two fields containing







CC, C , real and imaginary components of
Y» e
C . There will be NGAM pairs of numbers for
Y, e
e=l, followed by NGAM pairs of numbers for
e=2, etc. If NGAM = 0 there must be two fields
containing zero. (Floating point, 2 x NGAM x
NEPS numbers in all.)
ZKALP, K , real and imaginary components of
K . There will be NALP pairs of numbers. (Floating
point)
21-30, 31-40 ZKGM, K , real and imaginary parts of K .







DD, D , constant pressure field term in Q (9),
real part followed by the imaginary part. (Float-
ing point)
DD1, real and imaginary parts of D used in
Q (6) . (Floating point)
EE, E > real and imaginary components of-E
C» "H &» T|
There will be NKZET pairs of numbers for rpl,
followed by NKZET pairs of numbers for n=2, etc.
If NKZET=0 there must be two fields containing










ZKZETA, K-, real and imaginary parts of K .
There will be NKZET pairs of numbers. (Floating
point)
Description
HCAP, H , constant pressure term in 0 , ( tu) .
( Floating point)
ZKS, K , real and imaginary parts of K . (Float-
s s
point -- there will be NSS successive pairs of
K . If NSS = 0 two zero fields must be present. )
TS, t , appearing in Q, (cu ) . There must be at
S -3 .
least one field (which may be zero) and up to
NSS numbers. (Floating point)
ZNN, N , real and imaginary components of
N There will be NSIG1 pairs of numbers for
61-70, 71-80
r) = 1 followed by NSIG1 pairs of numbers for r\ =2,
etc. until the list of ri is complete. If NSIG1 = 0
two fields containing zero must be present. (Float-
ing point)
ZNU, v , real and imaginary components of v
^1 ^i
There must be at least two fields and up to NETA1






ZMM, M , real and imaginary components of
M . There will be NSIG2 pairs of numbers
for r| =1 followed by NSIG2 pairs of numbers for
b
TI =2, etc. until the list of TL is complete. If
NSIG2 = 0 two fields containing zero must be
present. (Floating point)
ZMU, v , real and imaginary parts of v
There must be at least two fields and up to
I











NMODES numbers in all)








WMN, uu » modal frequency in cycles per second,n m - i /










OM, uu frequencies for which the responses are
to "be calculated. (Floating point - eight numbers




















ZMAS, M , modal mass. (Floating point --
n m
eight numbers per card NMODES numbers in all. )
Description
NTH, number of 9 terms in the fitting of the modal
data. (Integer)
NKZ, number of Z terms in the fitting of the
modal data. (Integer)
NCOE, number of non-zero terms in the fit,
excluding the constant term.
MCO, index tagging the fit coefficients with the
appropriate trigonometric term. (Integer -







CON, constant term in the fits to the mode shapes.
(Floating point)
COE, fit coefficients to the mode shapes. (Floating '
point -- NCOE numbers in all.)
Card groups 11 and 12 are repeated once for each mode






ZJUNK, SA. summations involving terms like H I (K , K ,1 p q
K , K ). There will be NMODES groups of
r D
cards with each group consisting of NMODES
numbers, 5 per card. (Floating point)
NOTE: Card Group 13 will be present only for continuation







3. 3. 1 1
NOTE: To run the random beam, problem, set
R = RCYL = 1 /2V '
D = D ( l ) + i ' D(2) = 1 + Oi
NKZET = 0
E = EE(1) + i DD(2) = 0
D = DD(1) + i DD(2) = 0
NTH = 1 for all modes
Sample Input
The following is a listing of the input data used to obtain
the sample output listed in Section 3. 3. 13. Model 1 fit data from
FITMSC was used as input. Sample 1 is an initial run and sample 2
































































































































































i?l .55Q3155 .56S54 779
.Z75100.1 1..479049 1.021337 1.005094
( 4 ( 4 4 7 0 7 2 € . 7 5 4
...... 6.4 8.91715,-05
4 4 4 7 0 7 2 P 2 5 4
. ...1170.8251-03 .E355nE.45*00 - .216 14622-01. - .7.7965249+00 .
' S 2 7 9 2 2 4 5
. .18233015-04 - . 1 91 47745-D1 . .. .98 81C329+20 .16254598+00.
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-. 22511311-"?:
11
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TT 50 69
. 5 4 1 ^ 8 5 V 9 * 0 0 - .3^12707^-02
1 7 3 9
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77 5 P 52
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I f t f t .
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. 1 7:8 . . . .
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... 2 ft 0 . \
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2 5 6 « .
.76ft22fti ;
.A ft.- . ft
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. • 6 . 2 . 3
. 6. 2 ... 3
.12709915-03









70 32. 87 ... 5ft , :.
- . 75502 f tPO*O r ' .25G76032-01 '-. 515 5S39f t+00
70 32. 52.,,,. £ft.
• r. 3 55 95 ft 5+00
° 22 ft?
-. 191ft T74S-H1
2"> 33 . ft,6 . .
.15225757+00 .19030996-01
1.1 2ft
- • ? ' 05959f t7 — 01 , 9 t*730116 + 00
7' 28 53 SO
•00 -.95938869-02
2 9 C 8 • . B ^









_-r...l-9.9-ft39.95-0° . r . 10.7.70ft.ft7-.Q1
ft ft 11 7 is ?:•>
.11265G65+01
7ft 30 77 39 5ft 55
-T...2.2-.S-11S10-C5 .71.439229-04 ..- .14072717-07 - .43495815+00
.''2555225-01 -.27655292-01 .35073080 + 00
..--.?-.Q.2281.73---,0.3.
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3.3.12 ' Description of Output , • . .
The input is printed immediately after being read. No
labels are printed. The order is the same as listed for the input
cards.
VARIABLE
Frequency tu, frequency of the calculation.
Z Z
Coordinates of the two points for
which the cross spectral density




Magnitude |W (Z, 6, Z ', 9 ' ) | , magnitude of the cross spectral
density of the response at two points on the cylinder
PHASE cp» Phase associated with W(Z, Q, Z ', 9')
3. 3. 13 Sample Output
The following sample case was run with the sample
input as data.
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26 28 58 60
.61843181*00 -.95938868-02



















































• 1 L C C C + C 3
. 1 L L L C + C 3
. 1 1 C C C + C 3
. K C C C + rZ
. 1 C C C C + C 3
• 1 L L C C + C 3
. 1 L C C C + C 3
• 1 L L L C + C 3
.11CCC+C3
. 1 1 C C C + C3
.1 1 C C C * C 3
. 1 1 C C C + C 3
.1 1 C C C + C 3
. 1 H C C + C 3
.1 1 C C C * C 3
. 1 K C C * C 3
.1 J C C C + C 3
. mLC*C3
. 1 2 C C C + C 3
. 1 2 C C C + C3
. 1 2 C C C + C 3
. 1 2 C C C + C 3
. 1 2 L C C + C 3
. 1 Z L C C + C 3
• 1 2 C C C + C 3
. 1 2 C C C + C 2
. 1 3 C C C + C 3
. l ' C C C * C 3
..13CCC + C3
• 1 3 C C C + C 3
. 1 3 C C C + C 3
. 1 7 C C C + C 3
. 1 3 C C C + C 3
. 1 7 C C C + C 3
.1 3 C C C + C 3
. 1 3 S L - C + C3
• 1 3 S C C * C 3
• 1 3 5 C C + C 3
• 1 3 5 C C + C 3
. 1 7 5 L C + C 3
. 1 3 5 C C + C 3
. 1 3 S C C + C3
.1 3 5 C C + C 3
. 1 3 5 C C + C 3
. 1 M C C C + C 3
. 1 M C C C + C 3
•11CCC*C3
. 11CCC + C.3
•11CCC+C3




. e e c c c * L 2
. 6 6 C L C » C 2
. f ? L L C * C 2
, 8 3 L C C * C 2
• f l ° C C C * C 2
. 8 3 C L C + C 2
. 1 1 C L C * C 3
• l i C L C « L 3
.1 ULL*C3
.•6ECLC + C2
• 6 6 C C C * C 2
. 6 S C L C + C 2
. . • P C C C + C 2
, 8 3 C L C * - C 2
. P P t l C * L 2
.11CLC+C3
. 1 1 C C C * C 3
. 1 1 C L C + C 3
. 6 c C C C + C 2
. S 6 C L C + C 2
• 6 6 C C C * C 2
. S 3 C C C + C 2
.
Q B C L C ' t - C 2
. 8 3 C C C + C 2
• 1 1 1 L C + C 3
• 1 1 C L C + C 3
. 1 1 L L C * C 3
. 6 6 C L C + C 2
• 6 6 C C C * C 2
. E 6 C L C + C 2
• ? P C C C * C 2
. 8 3 C L C + C 2
. 8 P C C C * C 2
. 1 1 C C C + C 3
. 1 1 C C L + C 3
.11CCC+C3
• E 6 C C C - » - C 2
, 6 £ C L C * C 2
. G 6 C C L * C 2
, a a c c c * c 2
. P 8 C C C * C 2
,8 '3CLC + C2
.1 1 C C C * C 3
• 1 1 C L C « - C 3
.1 1CLC + C3
, 6 6 C C C * C 2
. 6 6 C C C * C 2
, e e c c c * C 2
. P . R C C C * C 2
• 8 3 C C C + C 2
. » 8 C C C * L 2
, 1 1 C L C * C 3
T H E T A
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C L C C C
. C C C C C
.CCCLC
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C L C C
. C C C C C
. C L C C C
.CLCCC
. C L C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C L C C
. C C C C C
. C L C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C L C
. C L C C C
. C C C C C
.CCCCC
. C L C C C
. C C C C C
.CCCCC
.CCCCC
. C C C C C
.CCCCC
. C C C L C
.CCCCC
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C L C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. ccqcc
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
.CCCCC




• a accede 2
.1 1 1 C C + C 3
• s e c c c *c 2
. 8 S L C C + C 2
• 1KCC*C 3
. 6 6 r C C * L 2
. 8 8 C C C * C 2
.1 11CL+C3
. S 6 L C C + C 2
. 8 P r C C + L 2
• l ' lCCC+C 3
. 6 £ L C C + L 2
.a at cc *C2
• 1 1 L C C + L 3
.66CCC*C2
. 8 8 C C C * L 2
• 11CCC *C 3
.eercc+L2
. 8 8 L C C + C 2
.HLLC*t3
.66LCC*C 2
. 8 8 f C C - » - L 2
.11CCC*C3
, 6 6 C C C - f L 2
. 8 8 C C C * C 2
.1 I L C . C * C 3
• 6 6 C C C K 2
. 8 8 C C C - » - L 2
. l l tCC*C3
. e e c c c * L 2
. 8 8 C C C * C 2
.11LCC*L3
. eeccc+c 2
. 8 8 T C C * L 2
.11CCC*C3
. E 6 L C C * C 7 2
• 8 3 L C C * C 2
.11LCC*03
.6£L C C * C 2
, 8 8 r c C - » - L 2
• 1 1 C C C *C 3
. 6 E T C C * L 2
.aat cc+c-2
.1 l L C C - » - C 3
. 6 6 L C C * C 2
. 8 8 C C C + L 2
• 11CCC+C 3
. 6 E C C C + L 2
,88LCC*C2
.1 I LLC + L3
• 6 E C C C + C 2
I •
T H F T A l
.CCCCC
v .CLCCC
. C C C C C
. C C C C C
. C L C C C









. C C C C C
.CCCCC
. C C C C C






. C C C C L
. C C C C C
.CCCCC














. C C C C C
.CCCCC




. C C C L C
. C C C C C
. C L C C C
.CCCCC

















































. 7 ^ 3 8 5 - C S




























































3. 3.14 Code Expansion ! ,
The following is a list of minimum storage requirements
for running the code.
VARIABLES IN MAIN CODE
AA (2)
AA1 (2)











I y' NTH(i), NKZ| \ fei
CC (2 . NGAM, NEPS)
CCAP (NGAM, NEPS)






EE (2 .NKZET, NETA)
FF (2 • NLAM, NSIG)
GHAT (NFREQ, NMODES)
GHATS (NFREQ, NMODES)












P (4 . NKZ
max






































































(NALP, NBETA) or (NKZET, NETA) whichever is larger
(NGAM, NEPS) or (NLAM, NSIG) whichever is larger .
(NBETA) or (NETA) whichever is larger.
(NBETA) or (NETA) whichever is larger.
(NBETA) or (NETA) whichever is larger.
(1)
(1)
where NB is the largest of NBETA, NETA,





NOTE (*) variables may appear in Main and INIT.
NOTE: The following variables must be dimensioned
the same to avoid errors in subroutine FINDI, (BCAP and ECAP).
These arrays must be based on the largest of (NALP, NKZET) ,
(NGAM, NLAM), (NBETA, NETA) and (NEPS, NSIG). The present
form allows up to ten values for the above variables. The dimensions
of ZLI should be based on the larger of (NBETA, NEPS, NETA, NSIG)
+ 1.




COMPLEX AC AP »BCAP *CC^AP fOCAP t_ECAP*RESPS*ZKA*_
1 ZNCAP", ZNUCAP, OMEG1 * OMEG2, PHAT , GHAT * CM,
2 » A SM , e) SM* A SM S T »JSMST »_SM » C 8 ijC B2,GHATS _ __ _ __
"3»ZKk's»"zjuNK»~S2Pt"'p» "ZMC'AP* ZMUCAP, AicAp»zKG~AM» DICAP, ZKZET*
4 SMI ; . . - ' ;
COMMON /A1/NBETA,NEPS»NETA,NS1G
COMMON /A2/ZLl(20,2p) _ _ _ _ _ _
COMMON ZlLC2'dy»iZLCl"2d"rVZTVsr20:)VZL(rS(2d)
i*ZLLJ(20) fZLCJ(20) tZLLSJ(20) »ZLCSJ-(20>
DI MENSI ON A A < 2)
 f tiC AP (10 « 10 ) » BO (2 0 • 10) » CC AP (10 »10). C C ( 20 »10) t"DO (2) •
1 ECAP(10»10)»EE(20»10)«ZKA(20)•
2 ZKALP(40) «TS<40>» ZNCAP ( 10 f 1 0) » ZMCAP<10»10)» ZMMC20tlO>»
3 ZNN(20»10)f ZNUCAP(20)» ZNU(40)» OMEGK50). AMN1(100)» OMEG2(50)»
4 AMN2('iOO)« ZKKSC20)* ZKS(40>* Z(100)« TTH(IOO)* WMN(bO), OM(75)
5,ZMAS(50) » ASM(70»10) »BSM ( 70» 10 ) »MCO ( 15t 20 ) •NTH(50> »NKZ(50) •GONCS.O.
6f COE (15*30) »NCOEE (30) »ZKP (100) »ZKO ( 100) .BSMST (70*10)"
7*ASMST(70.10) *
8 PHI(100),GHAT(75,25),P(800),S2P(800),ZMUCAP(20)
?^ZJUNM2p,20), GHATS (75*25)_* ZKPP(50), ZKQQ(50), AA1(2)_*
• ZKGM(40), ZKGAM(20)» 001(2)* ZKZETA(40), ZKZET(20)
^QyiyALENCE (ACAP*AA)« iBCAP,BB), (CCAPtCGJ* (OCAP»Op)» (ECAP,EE)»
1 (ZKKS » ZKS),(ZK A,ZKALP),(Z KGAM » ZKGM),
2 (ZNCAP,ZNN), (ZNUCAP,ZNU), (OMEG1»AMN1), (OMEG2»AHN2)
3* (AlCAPtAAl) »(01CAP»D01) » (ZK2ET .ZKZETA)






1 READ (5»31) NTHA,NOFZ»NFREO,NMOOES»NBETA*NETA.NALP*NKZET»NGAM,
1 NEPSt NLAM, IMSIG* NSS» NEfAl« NSIG11 NETA2* 'NSIG2* ISHOt
1,NCHOS
WRITE(6,38)
** HMll3i LJU^Al-NPf Z*NFRtQ»NMOUES«NeETA»NETA«NALP«NKZET«NGAH«


















 NOIl<Z(I),I = 1,NOFZ)
RCYLt'(TTH(I) ,r=l,NTHA)REATJ (5*32)
WRITE(6,34) RCYL.(TTH(I),1=1,NTHA)
READ <5*32) AA, AA1« ( (BB (L» J) »L = 1 »LA) , J=i ,t_B) » ( (CC (LI »L2) »L1*1 *LD) »
L2 = 1»LE) • (ZKALP(K)»K=1.LA),(ZKGM(KK),KK = 1,LD)






READ (5,32) DD,DD1, ((EE (L»J) tL=l»LA) »J=1 »jLB) »
( Z K Z E T A ( K ) , K = lVLA)
WRITE(6 ,34 ) DO»U01,((EE(L,J),L=1,LA)»J=1»LB)»











IF(LE.LT.l) LE=i ____ __ ______
LG=2»LE
IF(LF.LT.2)LF=2
READ (5,32) HCAP» (ZKSU) , 1 = 1 »LK) , ( TS < J) , J=l ,L J ) t < (ZNN (L*K ) »L=1 »LB>
1,K=1,LA) * (ZNU(M) ,M=1,LC)»((ZMM(L1»L2)»L1=1»LF),L2=1»LE)«(ZMU{L3)»L
23=l»Lb)




WRl fE(6 ,34) (AMNl(I), i=2,LJ»2)
^_ READ (5,32) (WMN (I) , 1 = 1 ,NMOQES)
~WRITE(6 ,34> (WMN( I ) ,I = 1,NMODES)
READ (5,32) (OM (1) , I = ljLJ^FRlEQ)
WRIT E(6,34) (OM(1), I = 1,NFREQ)
D0
_ i4 l f i»N f :PEQ















20 AMN2(L*1 )=AMNl(L* i )
DO 43 I=l,NFRtQ
DO 43 NM=1,NMODES
GHATS( l,NM) = l . / ( (OM( I ) *OMtG l (NM) )» (OM( I ) *OMEG2(NM) )«ZMAS(NM)>
94





MAXK=M» _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
MAXQ=-1." ............ " ..... " ~" " "' " ~ "
DO 102 NM=1»NMODES
READ (5»31) NTH(NM) ,NKZ(NM) «NCOE» (MCO(L»NM) »L=l»NCpE)
W R I T E ( 6 » 3 i ) NTH(NM),NKZ(NM) tNCOE»(MCO(
READ (5»30) CON(NM) t (COE(L»NM),L=1»NCOE)
W R I T E ( 6 » 3 0 ) CON(NM), (COE(L»NMTiL=l»NC6E)
CO=«25 /SQRT(ZMAS«NM) ) ___ .
NCOEE(NM)=NCOE
I F ( I S H O T . G T . l ) GO TO 102
NZS=NKZ"(NM) ' ""' ' ' " - .....
NZS1 = NZS - 1
NTHS=NTH(NM)
NTHS1 = NTHS - 1









 9 • • 9 -JL
BSMSf <I.jT=(6\»0. )
BSM ( I»J)=(0 .»0 . )
110 ASM ( I*J)=(0.«0.)
_ ?A_sC(W *WO *C_P
'ASM(LC3*1»T)'=CA















































IF(i"SHOT.LE.l) GO TO 199"
DO 198 NM=1*NMOUES










"TfaO ..... ~" ....... ~" ~
DO 202 I = 1»MAXK


















































"sMr^sw^ssMriTr.iQ) « < ASMII^I » rs& «P <ip"ii »s2piisi > *ASMST
1 ) * S 2 H ( I S 1 1 ) * B S M ( I M l t I S ) « P ( I P 1 1 ) * S 2 P ( I S 1 ) * B S M S T < I M 1 » I S ) «
2 P U P 1 ) * S ? P ( I S 1 1 ) ) * B S M ( I M , I Q ) » ( B S M < I M 1 , I S ) * P ( I P 1 3 ) » S 2 P ( I S 1 ) »
3 B S M S T ( I M l » I S ) * P ( I P 1 2 ) » S 2 P C I S l l ) * A S M ( I M l t IS) «P ( 1P12)«S2P ( IS1 )
4 * A S M S T ( l M l t I S ) « P ( I P 1 3 ) » S 2 P ( l S l l ) ) * A S M S T ( I M » I Q ) » < A S M S T ( l M l » I S ) «
5P ( IP 1 3 ) «S2P U SI 3 >_^ASMU M 1 , IS ) *»P^J P12)»S2P( IS12 ! )_»8SMSTjriMl » IS)«P(
" "S" 1^ T21 «S ?PTrS 13 ) *B S M < I M fVTSl • PTI P r3T»S 2P ( I ST2 ) ) * B SM S T"( I M 1 1 Q ) « ( 8SM ST
6 ( I M 1 , I S ) * P ( I P 1 ) » S 2 P ( I S 1 3 ) * B S M { I M 1 , I S ) » P { I P 1 1 ) » S 2 P ( I S 1 2 ) » A S M S T (
7 I H l t I S ) * P ( I P l l ) «S2P < 1 51 3 ).* ASM ( 1M 1 * I S ) «P ( IP 1 ) *S2P ( I S12»
























L=(MCO(LLfNM)- l ) /NKZ<NMll* l
M=(L-1)/NTH(NM)+1
L1=MOO(L-1»NTH<NM))
L2=MOD (MCO (LL»NM ) -1 »NKZ (NM
, 02=1.2
C __ _ WRJ_TE!6»31) NM,L1»L2.L3»L4»L,M|LL
GO TO (2»3»4»5) »M
2 PSI=PSI+COS(D1«TH)»COE(LL»NM)«COS(D2«ZZ)
GO TO 506
PSI^PSJ^COS <01»THl«CjpE (LL»NM» «SIN(02«ZZ)
GO TO 506
_ _ _ . *
CQE (LL »N_M_) ^ CpS J 02»ZZ )





. 507 PHI(NN)=PSI" ----—
210 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE




IF(NSS.LT.l) GO TO 224
DO 221 IS=1.N5S
221 PHAT-PHAT»ZKK5(IS)«CEXP(-UM(Lb)«CM»TS(IS)




" SM'=ZNCAP (i,i) *CB i






•Ll '• 1 > GO P 8 2 6 _




















Lp CNCROS.EQ.l) GO TO 916
DO 9 1 5 LZ= 1 » NMODES
JL=JB
SM1=<0.,0.)
_ ___ DO 916 L^Y = 1» NMODES ___ ____ _______ _ __
4 134 FORMAf (4I5V8E12.6)
_____ SMla SM1+PHKJL ) «GHATS<LB »LY_^*2JUNK (LZ»LY) _ ___ ________
C WRT7E(6»134) LBtLYtLZ.JLYPHl ( JL)TSM1 «GHAT S(LBtLY) VZ JUNK CLZ»LV)




915 CONTINUE ~ "" " ----------- ---------
GO TO 919 _
































34 FORMAT(1X«10E12.5) _ __ ;
35 FORMAT<2I5»9Ei2.5/<iXflOE12.5)>
36 FORMAT(lHl»64Xf16HDYNAMIC RESPONSE /4Xt9HFREQUENCYt6X«lHZt8Xt
15HTHETA*9X*2HZit8X96HTHETAl*6X*9HHAGNITUOEt5XfSHPHASE)
37 FORMAT (24HO«»«END OF INPUT DATA«««//) . ....
38 FORMAT(17H1«»«INPUT DATA**») ^
END
INTT
&UB3.0.U.-TI IMS -IN- I LZL.«2JJ_t^ U:.«.2LLJ»-ZLC .'j.








. _„ .. ••_ _ .100
r^ "."~--~ - -—.-•—— •'•/..:~ ~"7™
_ . ^ CONTINUE ' .
END
aE.OHjL.IS.. KINO IT ............. .._.' ________ ..... .... - ........ - ..... - ..... - ........ ________
SUB^OUTIN^- rTNDKZKPf ZKRt A C A P » A l C A P » B C A P » C C A P t Z K A » N A L P » N 8 r T A »
_________ 1ZK&AM rN.GAM t.NEPS t.ZL-»FUNI.f,ZLL.» Z.L£.t_ZL.LJ.i.ZLCLJ.> ..... _ ...... _ ......... __________ _.„;
COMPLEX A C A P t A l C A P » B C A P t C C A P f Z K A f F U N l i Z Z l t Z Z 2 t Z 3 t Z L H » C C » 7 « » f
... ____ l_-SWALt.::..ON.l.f CO.N2j.CB-t.ZL.6>C.OJ43.t..S.W.t-S.M.l.t5.H.2.tS;H3..tZ.Z.3L»_. _______ ..... ..._ ............ _ ......
2^MQMt S N » C O N 6 f C O N 7 t Z T L » C O N « » f CD
. . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3..-CQN5 - . . -
COMMON / A ? / Z L T ( 2 0 » 2 0 )
..... .._,,D.I.M£N.S.I.ON ZL3 < 2CJ_t.ZLH,l 20 J.t.SMjj (.20.) t,FAC.T (.llTtB£A?.t
i C C A P f l O . l ^ J f Z K A f 2 0 ) . S M 2 < 2 0 » t Z K ^ A M f 20 )
........ __l.fcZLL.ei.r.tZLC.tl.)t.Z.LLJ.f.lJ..t.ZLC.JjtJ..) ..................... ..... _________ , _______ _______ _ ...... __________ ...........
D A T A rACT/l.»l. «2.«B.»21.»120.t720.t50'»0.f t03?0.»362880,»3628800./
. CC=fO.» l . )
ZZ3,=iZK.P-+ZK.R J,* ( O.».t,l.. )
6
, ...... GO .10 11
10
00 10T TALr l t NALP
i..ZZlz.(.Z.K.R-ZK.A{IALT-»* (a..t,-l.. ).
T 7 ? r ( Z K P + ^ K A t T A L ) ) * ( 0 . » 1.)
.„.. CO.M1-CE-XP(ZZ2-*.ZL.} . . ..... ..... . .
V Z3=1./ZZ1
' . : ^ _ _ _ ™ _______ ,.Zf,=.i../zz2 .. ,
771-7'', •
„ ..... ______ ..... ZZ.2-Z4..
' DO 12 T r l t N B E T A




I-I.NBLT.A . . . . .
.?) 130 TO 10^
ZI.Lr.Z.T*-7LC(l.) . . .„ ..
T F ( T l . L E . l ) GO TO 1H7
101
rSM?( J-l) *7IL
1.0.5- J=J---1 ...... — - ............ - ....... - ............ _-•-
107 S M Z C l T r Z L ^ d - l > 1 ) ' * Z L 6 C 2 )
-7-rji.L-T..-*} GO TO-lDi* ....... --- - ..... - —
SM3r£i>v!3*(7I + l . ) * Z L H ( l ) + 7 L C { I - 2 ) * 7 L H < 2 )
I.QH SM<U.D.=.S-M.T.— ........ . ....... .~ .. ... .. — ........ _______
rwr-:N
.„. C N N r C N ......... ..... '.
Tl=l-l
. . . CNr-f-0..n. ) ... . . . . . . . . . ---- •. ------
T fTl .LT. l ) 30 TO 1D«?
„ ------- LI=I+T ......... • . — ...... ..... • ...... ~, .. --------
L2rT
_________ OD-.-lDn..-J -1 »T-1 ...... - -- •; ..... -- - ....... ..... --- •- ...... - . - . . — ...... '_: _______ .. _________________ , ____ , ___________
L1=L1-I
N. ... ............. - ........... .... ..-.- ....... ..... .. . — ........ '. _____________ : ______
_______ ...... SM=S.N+.SM 2 ( J.) *.(.cojai,»;f ZLL CL 2 >-*.ZL H t !.),+ SHAILI) ) -CMN*ZLHi.L2J_iEiACl.tL.2XL.
1 0 8 C n N T T N U r • ' ' - . '
4.Q-9 .SM-ZLG.t-l-V*(CONl* ;t-ZLL(rJ-*7LHriJ*SMl.K-CN*ZLHl.I-^^ ------ , ________
1 - C N * Z L G C T ) * C O N ? * F A C T ( T )
.„ ....... ....«.MJlL-=SJ9A.L-+.B.C-A.PJ.iAL.»-I-»J!.S
C3rC3*CC . ' '
C O N T I N U E
».n» ) ........ - ......
M r i t N S A M
GAM(.IGM..).) *CC
Z K 3 A M ( r S f « ) r
i.ZZ.2.*.ZL) ______( z z i * Z L i
(ZL*CC*.( .ZK.R
77=1. /771
...... ________ ._Z.«i.=.l.,/7Z? • ____ ..... - _________
-
f71-?-f.
. ___ , ____ ,.22r2,~2tt, ..... .. ._. ...... _„ ..... -
DO 21? T r l ,N£°S
ZL£J_I.)-r2.T !. ...... __________ ^
"
r L H ( T ) - 7 « *
^Z.3-Z3*ZZ.l. . ..... _ . . . . ,_
•7^37^*77?




..20.S-. SM2-C !!.),•= tn..».0..) _.. ....... _„ ....,._
S M 3 = f n . . n . )
. .,7.1=0, ...... ___________ .......... ...... .......... _
rwr-l.
DA.-2H7 X = 1»NEJ?S - --
T r f I . L T . ? ) 30 T 0 2CH
- .ZLrZI-rL. —- ............
S M l r S M l * 7 T * Z L H ( D + Z L C J » T - l ) * 7 L H ( 2 )
102
Z.IL ,-J i~* ZL e f i
T c ! I l .LE. l ) GO TO 207
.D.O_..2C 5._II=1.» II
J-l) *7TL
207 S M 2 f 1)=ZLK T - l t l ) * Z L G f 21
„:.._...„ .I.F.XI....LT...7) 3.0...TQ .2.0A. ._ , . . -
304 SM.4-HirSM3 -
CNr-CN
_CNN~C-N ,-. ,_- :.., .-.-: „ ,. ,
' T1=T-1 • • .




„. .. SN : SN +.SM.2. f J ) * ( C 0 N .5.1 J Z.L-L J < L 2 ) * 7 L H (.1 ) + SM «» ( L 1 )..» -C.N N j» Z LHJ LZLl»£. A.CTXL.2LL.
1*CON2) • .
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202 CONTINUE
2.QO .CON.TTMUE . . . . . -• . .
CONKrCEXPf ZKP*?L*CC)
1 ____ .C.ON7rC.EXP(Z.KR*ZL*CC.)-. :
<30 TO ?.H?
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no ina Jr i t i i
.._,. '-...L.lr.Ll-1
C N N r - C N N
J)*( CON1*( ZLL f L 2 ) *ZLH ( 1) *«;M«*{ LI ) > *CNN* ZLH (L2 ) *F ACT ( L2) )
YMr.YN + SM7'tJ.).».(YON-flX.ZLH'L?)<!YL.G(l).+S'.MlD-.f.Ll
ins roNTiNuc
l D 9 . . 5 . M - f Z L G ( l ) * f C O N l * ( Z L L f . I + l ) * Z L H ( l ) + S M l ) * C
( I * l ) * 7 L G ( l ) * S M 5 ) * f C O N 2 * Y B O N ) * C N * Z L G M * l l
I*l)*YLH(lJ+SM5)*(CO+YBONl*CON2)*CN»YLHtT*l)*
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*2. * G
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, 4.'0 , SAMPLE PROBLEM - COMPARISON , '
WITH NASTRAN CODE
In this section, we apply the results of this study to a spe-
cific engineering problem in order to test the usefulness, accuracy
and efficiency of the developed approach as compared to strictly
numerical methods. The NASTRAN code is selected as representative
of such methods. The problem consists of a ring-stiffened cylindrical
shell excited by a random pressure field whose correlation properties
resemble those of pressure fluctuations beneath a turbulent boundary ;
layer , Figure 2.
#
Two discrete models of the shell were constructed; Model 1,
having 360 degrees of freedom, is shown in Figures 3, 4; Model 2 is a
more detailed one (720 degrees of freedom) and is shown in Figure 5.
The NASTRAN eigenvalue routine was used to obtain the corresponding
normal frequencies, modal masses and values of the associated mode
shapes for the first few modes. Table 1 lists the computed natural fre-
quencies for both shell models, while Figures 6 and 7 show typical
NASTRAN plots of the deformed shell in its natural modes. The solution
to the eigenvalue problem is common to both the present approach and
the NASTRAN calculation. At this point, the present method departs
from numerical procedures. The NASTRAN-generated mode-shape data
was first curve-fitted using the FITMSC code (Section 3. 1) which pro-
duced values for the coefficients in Equation (19) (see Figure 1). Typical
FITMSC plots are shown in Figures 8 and 9- The points in these f igures
are the NASTRAN values. Each curve represents a cross-section of the
shell. For clarity in presentation, the curves have been displaced rela-
tive to each other. The undeformed ends of the shell are shown by the
inner and outer circles in each plot.
:The modeling was performed by Mr. G. Jones, Goddard Space Flight
Center, who is also responsible for the NASTRAN calculation of the eigen-
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154.4, 154. 4' Hz
149. 8. 149. 8 Hz
170 .2 ' - Hz
187. 5. 187. 5 Hz
258.4. 258.4 Hz
- ' -
259 .2 - Hz-
-
_
280.4, 280. 4 Hz.
Model 2
130. 7. 130. 7 Hz
131.4. 131.4 Hz
160. 7. 167. 4 Hz
175. 8. 175. 8 Hz
214. 5. 214. 5 Hz
217. 3. 217. 3 Hz
219.0, 228. 5 Hz
243. 7, 243. 7 Hz
. 259.9, 259 .9 Hz
276.8, 276. 8 Hz
TABLE 1 Modal Frequencies of shell model 1 and 2 (m = number
of circumferential waves, n = number of axial half waves).
109
Figure 3. Shell Model 1 - Grid Point Location
110
/J2 n
Figure 4. Shell Model I - Grid Point Layout
and Dimensions
111
Figure 5. Shell Model 2 - Grid Point Layout
and Dimensions
112
Figure 6. Shell Model 1 in Natural Vibration
(f « 149.8 Hz)
113
Figure 6. - continued (f = 187. 5 Hz)
114
Figure 6. - continued (f = 259. 2 Hz)
115
Figure 7. Shell Model 2 in Natural Vibration
(f = 130. 7 Hz)
116
Figure 7. - continued (f = 167.4 Hz)
117
Figure 7. - continued (f = 214. 5 Hz)
118
Figure 7. - continued (f = 259. 9 Hz)
119
Figure 7. - continued (f = 259.9 Hz)
120
Figure 8. Trigonometric Interpolation of Mode Shape Data.
Shell Model 1 (f = 149. 8 Hz)
121
Figure 8. - continued (f = 170. 2 Hz)
122
Figure 8. - continued (f = 187. 5 Hz)
123
Figure 8. - continued (f = 258. 4 Hz)
124
Figure 8. - continued (f = 259. 2 Hz)
125
Figure 8. - continued (f = 280. 4 Hz)
126
Figure 9- Trigonometric Interpolation of Mode Shape Data.
Shell Model 2 (f = 130. 7 Hz)
127
Figure 9. - continued (f =' 160. 7 Hz)
128
Figure 9. - continued (f = 214. 5 Hz)
129
Figure 9. - continued (f = 217. 3 Hz)
130
Figure 9. - continued (f = 228. 5 Hz)
131
Figure 9. - continued (f = 243. 7 Hz)
132
Figure 9. - continued (f = 259. 9 Hz)
133
Figure 9. - continued (f = 259. 9 Hz)
134
The output of the FITMSC code, along with the other structural
parameters (e.g. modal frequencies and masses, length, radius, damp-
ing , et cetera) constitute part of the input to the RANCYL, code (Section
3. 3). The remaining parameters depend on the input function.
The following form for the pressure cross-spectral density
was chosen:
Q ( Z , © , c o ) '= 0.016 exp[-0.05© - 0 .025 |Z|] cos 0. 1Z; (psi) /Hz 0<©<ff (59)
With reference to Equation (25),
y .
1
 r i(0. 1 + 0.025i)Z i(-0. 1:+ 0. 025i)Z, __,
- [e + e ] U(Z)
I [ e i ( 0 . 1 - 0 . 0 2 5 i ) Z + e i ( - 0 . 1 - 0 . 0 2 5 i ) Z ] u ( _ z )
0Q (0) = e" ; ; 0<0<>r (61)
u ' .
6 '(03) .= 0. 016 (62)
Expanding Equations (34) and (36),
iK Z
Q . ( Z ) . = A + A , 6 ( Z ) + U ( Z ) >. e « iB , + iBi o i ^ ( a, i a,, j
iK Z' • . v ' .
+ U ( - Z ) V e y -1C , -• 1C ( iZ) (63)
this example, the ratio of damping to critical damping was chosen
to be 0. 01. In terms of this ratio, the modal damping an is given by
a = 0. 01 co .
n n
135
Q,(0) = D +.D. 6(9) + -2 o - l •
iK 0 / ' : ' •
e * E ' +E ,©+.. . . . '
•
(64)
Comparing Equations (60) and (63),
A '=.. A, •= 0
o 1
0 = l / 2 ; - j 8 = i
K ' = 0. 1 + 0. 025i
K _ = - 0. 1. + 0..0251
(JC.— £*
C — C —
1,1 2,1 2i
K - = 0. 1 - 0. 025i
. y=l
K
 ; =•_ 0. 1 - 0. 025iy=2
C = K = 0, all y>2,
 c>
. y, e. y '
Similarly, comparison of Equation (61) -with (64) yields
D = D =0
o 1
n = i, a= o
E -. = 1; E = 0, all t i>l , a>61,0 77, a '
K = 0. 05i; K = 0, all TI > 1
• T ? = l T? '
From Equations (62) and (33), we further deduce
H - 0 .016
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The above values for the pressure field parameters constituted the
remaining portion of the input to the RANCYL code, which was run to
obtain values for the response cross-spectral and power spectral
densities at selected grid points of shell models 1 and 2. For this
purpose, grid points 2, 3 and 4 were selected (see Figures 3 - 5).
The power spectral density at the same grid points was also computed
using the NASTRAN computer program (rigid format 11). The pressure
•was input in the form of discrete values at the grid points. Rigid format
11, modal random response, makes use of modal data to derive a dynamic
transfer function for a set of input frequencies and then using the input
random loads to calculate the structural response at those frequencies.
The results of these computations are shown in Figures 10 -
19. Power spectral density plots at grid points 2, 3, and 4 of shell
model 1 are shown in Figures 10 - 12 along with the NASTRAN values.
The power spectral density at the same grid points of shell model 2 is
plotted in Figures 13 - 15. Due to difficulties encountered in the
NASTRAN analysis of shell model 2, a limited number of values were
obtained, as shown in these figures. Typical cross-spectral density
results obtained using the RANCYL code are shown in Figures 16 - 19.
A NASTRAN calculation of response cross-spectral density was not
performed.
Inspection of the results show very good agreement, in general.
The mode-shape fits, as exemplified in Figures 8 and 9. are indeed ex-
cellent. It should be noted that, at most, eight terms of Eq. (19) were
necessary to produce any one mode shape. The power spectral density
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and shape of the curves, though magnitude differences exist. These differences
are reduced considerably when a more detailed model is used (Shell Model 2)
resulting in the very good agreement shown in Figures 13 - 15. That is,
the NASTRAN and RANCYL results converge to a particular value when
more detailed discrete models are used, as expected. Differences in the
high frequency range still persist, however, as one would also expect in
going from a discrete to a continuous representation of the structure. The
importance of modeling becomes clear by comparing the RANCYL calculation
based on Models 1 and 2. Typical of the existing differences is Figure 20
where the power spectral density at grid point 3 of Shell Models 1 and 2 is
plotted.
A comparison of computer time required by the two methods was
also performed in order to assess the efficiency of the present approach as
compared to strictly numerical techniques. With reference to Eq. (48), it
is noted that the terms within the brackets (i. e. , the terms summed over
p, q, r, and s) are independent of frequency and position. For a set of in-
put values, the evaluation of these terms is carried out, once and for all,
regardless of the number of spatial points and frequencies at which the re-
sponse is calculated. The machine time required for the evaluation of these
terms was found to be 5. 04 sec. and 70 sec. for Shell Model 1 and 2,
respectively. In addition to this fixed time, 0. 009 sec. per point (i. e. , per
set of values for z, 6, z ', 0'and a)) was required in the case of Model 1 and
0 .0107 sec. per point in the case of Model 2. Thus, the machine time,t ,
m
required by the RANCYL code is related linearly to the number of points
at which the response is calculated through the formula
t = a + bn sec. (65)
m
where n is the number of points and where a = 5. 04, b = 0. 009 in the










time requirement is the same in both power spectral and cross-spectral
density calculations. Typically, each curve in Figures 10-19 represents part
of a single computer run involving approximately 75 points (i. e. , 75
frequency values at the coordinates of the chosen grid point), resulting
in a total machine time of 5. 72 sec. and 70. 8 sec. for Model 1 and 2,
respectively. In this particular application of the NASTRAN code, up
to nine frequencies per run were input at each grid point in the Model 1
power spectral density analysis and two frequencies per run were input
in the case of Model 2. The corresponding machine times are shown
in Table 2. The RANCYL time requirements for the same number ot




















Table 2 Machine Time Requirements in the Response
Evaluation of the Sample Problem
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It should be noted that the NASTRAN code was'run on IBM 360-95 computer,
while RANCYL was run on a Univac 1108 computer. The latter machine is
slower by at least a factor of three. On the other hand, some fraction of the
time required by the FITMSC code for the trigonometric interpolation of the
mode-shape data should be added on to the RANCYL entries in Table 2. .In
this particular sample problem, the curve-fitting routine required a total of
77 sec. for twelve modes of Model 1 and 115 sec. for eighteen modes of
Model 2. The time requirement of this routine depends strictly on the
number of modes and on the number of points per mode. It is an initial time
investment, independent of the evaluation of Eq. (48) and the number of
points at which the response is evaluated.
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5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
1. A methodology for the calculation of structural response
has been presented and applied to nonuniform beams and cylindrical
shells. The method rests on the use of parametric representations for
the impulse response and input functions. Use of these representations
makes possible the derivation of analytic response solutions applicable
to a host of structures of the above geometries andpressure fields. The
arbitrary parameters in the response solutions can be fixed once results of
the numerical solution to the eigenvalue problem and a particular input
function are available.
2. Use of the developed computer codes, based on the
analytical results, is simple and efficient. For instance, for an initial
run of the RANCYL code, it is necessary to manually keypunch about a
dozen cards only (the remaining cards are direct output of the FITMSC
code). For a restart run,only a few cards need to be punched manually.
In general, only those cards containing the grid point coordinates or
frequency values are changed. In its present form, given two or more
spatial points, the code computed the response power spectral and cross-
spectral densities at these points simultaneously for up to seventy-five
frequencies per run. The dimensions of the pertinent code variables
may still be increased significantly without exceeding core storage
to allow for more frequencies, mode shapes, grid points, et cetera.
3. The spatial-temporal distribution of pressure (or, the
corresponding spectrum) must be given in one of two forms for the analyst
to determine values for the relevant input parameters to the code: if an
analytic function is given, values for these parameters can easily be specified
by direct comparison of the given input function to the class of functions considered
in this study. Such has been the case in the sample problem (Section 4. 0).
If pressure field data is given, then the analyst must either empirically
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fit a function to the data, or employ some interpolation technique. In
the f i rs t instance, the procedure for identifying input values for the
pressure field parameters is the same as before, namely, by simple
comparison. In the latter instance, readily available interpolation
routines involve either polynomials or trigonometric functions, both of
which belong to the class of input functions considered. Such a routine
can easily be coupled to the response codes so that its output (i. e. ,
values for the coefficients) can be directly input to the RANCYL or
DEXCYL codes.
4. The FITMSC code has been most successful in its
application to the sample problem, both from the standpoint of the good-
ness of the fits to the given mode-shape data and the minimal computer
time necessary. This, however, may not always be the case. Difficulties
may arise in the application of the code to shells of unusual construction,
especially for high frequency modes. It is anticipated, however, that
in the case of most common engineering applications, this will not be the
case.
5. The sample problem has demonstrated some of the
advantages of the tools developed in this study. Although general con-
clusions valid for all applications should not be drawn on this basis, some
features of the comparison with the NASTRAN computation are Indicative
of the usefulness of the developed codes. Perhaps the most striking
features are the efficiency, and hence low cost of operation (Table 2), the
ease with which the analyst can use RANCYL and the number of spatial-
frequency points per run at which the response can be evaluated (e. g. ,
in the case of shell model 1, a RANCYL run accommodated seventy-five
frequency values. NASTRAN accommodated nine) . Comparison of the
results of the two calculations (Figures 10-15) points out the importance
of modeling in response calculations and the usefulness of the developed
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codes as guides in
 (the application of the discrete element approach.
The differences in the results stem from both modeling of the discrete
structure and modeling of the driving pressure field. In the discrete
element approach (e. g. , NASTRAN), the pressure field is specified
by discrete values only at the structural grid points; the present method
requires a continuous representation of the pressure, i. e. , a function.
As the number of structural grid points considered increases, the model
better approximates the continuous structure. Moreover, pressure
field values at a larger number of points are specified, so that the '.
discrete pressure field representation better approximates a continuous
function. Indeed, the disagreement in the results, exemplified particularly
in the vicinity of 165 Hz, is considerably reduced when a more detailed
discrete model is used. In fact, the agreement in results based on
model 2 is surprisingly good.
• . ' • • / ' • .
6. The results of this study indicate that the developed
codes can provide a valuable supplement to numerical analyses of complex
structures, especially in the early stages of design of a vehicle where
ease and speed of computation is crucial; The application of the developed
methodology to other structural shapes (coordinate systems) should further
increase its usefulness and versatility. Such an extension follows the
same procedure, (Figure 1). However, the mathematical manipulation
can be greatly complicated depending upon the coordinate system used.
This is particularly true if the structure and driving pressure field can
not be represented most conveniently in the same coordinate system.
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Evaluation of P (L), S (2it)pr . qs
Consider Equation (51). Using Equation (34) and Letting'
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where Z = z-z' . The f i rs t two terms are evaluated trivially giving
rise to the f i rs t two terms in Equation (53). To evaluate the third integral
in Equation (Al ) , let z' = z - Z to obtain
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Since the range of z is always less than L, the lower limit of the Z
integration is always negative. In view of the step function U(Z ), it
follows that the integral to be evaluated is
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Repeated application of the formula
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gives rise to the term within the a,/J-sum in Equation (53). Similarly,
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Repeated use of Equation (A2) yields the term within the y,( -sum in
Equation (53).
In the evaluation of S (277), we note that the first twoqs
terms of Equation (3.6) in (52) give rise to the first two terms of
Equation (54) in a straightforward manner. The evaluation for the
third term of Equation (36) is somewhat more complex because of the
conditions on Q ( 9 - 9 ' ) given in Equation (31) . These conditions can
be combined in a single equation by introducing appropriate step
functions:
Q2(0) = Q2(|e|.) U ( f f - e ) + Q 2 ( 2 f f - © . | ) U( | e | - i r ) (A3)
where 0 = 9 -9 ' . Using Equation (A3) in Equation (52) and letting
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To establish the regions of integration in Equations (A7) - (A10), one
need only plot the limits of the 9 , 0 integrations and the domain in
which the integrands do not vanish, that is, whore the step functions
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FIGURE 21. Regions of integration in the evaluation
of Sr S , S S^; Equations (A7) - (A 10)
Consider Equation (A l l ) . Using Equations (A15), (A4)
and the th i rd term of Equation (36) ,
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Repeated application of Equation (A2) yields Equation (55). Similarly,
.with Equations (A16) and (A4) in (A12)
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which can be evaluated by application of Equation (A2) to yield
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•where use has been made of Equations (A17) , (A4) and (36) . Similarly,
let y = 2 7 7 + 0 in Equation (A 14) to obtain
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where Equations (A18), (A4) and (36) have been used. Equations (A 19)
and (A20) can now be evaluated using Equation (A2) to yield Equations
(57) and (58), respectively.
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